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Abstract
AB denotes the set of functions from B to A. A subset S Ď AA
is called a function semigroup, if S is closed under composition. A
permutation of A which moves exactly to elements of A is called a
transposition of A. Let S Ď AA be a function semigroup. S is fully-
transpositional, if every transposition of A belongs to S.
Theorem 1: Let A,B be sets such that |A|, |B| ‰ 0, 1, 2, 6 and S Ď
AA, T Ď BB be fully-transpositional function semigroups. Suppose
that ϕ is an isomorphism between xS, ˝y and xT, ˝y. Then there is a
bijection τ from A to B such that for every g ∈ S, ϕpgq “ τ ˝ g ˝ τ´1.
Theorem 1 strengthens a theorem of R. Mckenzie who proved the same
theorem for permutation groups.
Let f ∈ AA
n
, g1, . . . , gn ∈ A
Ak . The notation f ˝An,k pg1, . . . , gnq stands
for the pn, kq-composition-operation on A, which is defined as follows:
f ˝An,k pg1, . . . , gnqp~xq := fpg1p~xq, . . . , gkp~xqq, ~x ∈ A
k. For 1 ď i ď n
the pn, iq-coordinate-function on A is defined by pAn,ipx1, . . . , xnq := xi,
x1, . . . , xn ∈ A. A subset C Ď
Ť8
i“mA
Am containing all the pAn,i’s
and closed under all the ˝An,k’s is called a clone on A. A clone C on
A is fully-transpositional, if every transposition of A belongs to C.
Let g P AA
n
and τ be a bijection from A to B. Then gτ is defined
by: gτ P BB
n
and gτ p~xq := τpgτ´1p~xq, . . . , gτ´1p~xqq, where ~x P Bn
denotes px1, . . . , xnq and τ
´1p~xq := pτ´1px1q, . . . , τ
´1pxnqq.
Theorem 2: Let A,B be sets such that |A|, |B| ‰ 0, 1, 2, 6 and C,D
be fully-transpositional clones on A and B. Suppose that ϕ is an
isomorphism between the structures xC, t˝An,kun,k∈N` y and
xD, t˝Bn,kun,k∈N` y. Then there is a bijection τ from A to B such that
for every g ∈ C, ϕpgq “ gτ .
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1 Introduction
A function semigroup on A is a nonempty subset of AA closed under compo-
sition. It is “fully-transpositional”, if it contains all transpositions of A.
This work deals with two classes of objects: “fully-transpositional func-
tion semigroups”, and “fully-transpositional clones”. Each object X of one
of the above types gives rise to an algebraic structure which is denoted by
AlgpXq. Also, each such X acts on a certain set A, and this action is de-
scribed by a structure which is denoted by ActpXq. The goal of this work is
to show for each of these objects, Act pXq is recoverable from AlgpXq “using
first order formulas”. (This phrase will be explained later.)
Where these questions come from?
Our interest in the topic of reconstructing the a action of a semigroup or a
clone from its algebraic structure, originates from a theorem of R. McKenzie
[McK] and from a work of M. Bodirsky, M. Pinsker, and A. Pongrac´z [BPP].
The two related theorems proved in this work strengthen the theorem of
McKenzie, and also seem to strengthen a theorem from [BPP].
Recently, Robert Barham [Ba], too, had progress on the topic of recon-
structing the action of a clone from its algebraic structure. He proved a
reconstruction theorem for a certain class of polymorphic clones of locally
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moving Boolean algebras. His theorem has applications to the polymorphic
clones of some other types of structures.
Notwithstanding the reconstruction facts that have been already proved,
the general problem of reconstructing the action of a function semigroup or
a clone from its algebraic structure still remains widely open.
We start with the Theorem of McKenzie. (See [McK] Corollary 2.)
Theorem (R. Mckenzie) Let G be a group of permutations of a set A
containing every transposition of A, and H be a group of permutations of a
set B containing every transposition of B. Suppose |A| ‰ 6. Assume further
that ϕ is an isomorphism between xG, ˝G y and xH, ˝H y. Then there is a
bijection α between A and B such that for every g ∈ G, ϕpgq “ α ˝ g ˝ α´1.
In fact, the above theorem is only a corollary from what Mckenzie actually
proved. In the terminology of this work (Definition 2.1), McKenzie proved
that the permutation group structure of G is first order strongly interpretable
in xG, ˝G y. (The permutation group structure of G is xG∪A,AppG y, where
AppG is defined as follows: (i) AppG : G× AÑ A, and (ii) for every g ∈ G
and a ∈ A, AppGpg, aq “ gpaq.)
The proof of Mckenzie’s Theorem is short and elegant. It amounts to
proving the existence of three first order formulas: (1) φTrns pf q which de-
fines in xG, ˝G y the set of transpositions of A; (2) φRep pf , gq which expresses
the fact that the supports of the transpositions f and g intersect in a single-
ton; and (3) φEq pf 1, g 1, f 2, g2 q which expresses in xG, ˝
G y the fact that the
intersection of the supports of the transpositions f 1 and g1 is equal to the
intersection of the supports of the transpositions f 2 and g2. (The formula
φRep pf, gq is trivial. It just says the f and g do not commute.)
McKenzie’s Theorem raises two questions.
(1) Is the analogue of Mckenzies’s Theorem for function semigroups true?
(2) Is the analogue of Mckenzies’s Theorem for clones true?
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The notion of a clone C on a set A will be defined later in the introduction.
C is “fully transpositional” if it contains all transposions of A.
This work answers positively questions (1) and (2). The proof that we
found is not short, and we cannot be sure that there are no simpler proofs.
We now turn to the extensive work of M. Bodirsky, M. Pinsker, and A.
Pongrac´z. [BPP]. Bodirsky et. al., too, deal with the reconstruction of the ac-
tion of function semigroups and clones from their algebraic structure. (They
also consider reconstruction from the algebraic structure when it is equipped
with pointwise convergence topology which come from their action.) They
consider several notions of reconsructiblity. One of them is the notion of “au-
tomatic homeomorphicity”. Automatic homeomorphicity means that every
isomorphism between to two function semigroups or two clones is a homeo-
morphism with respect to their pointwise convergence topologies. “Recon-
struction up-to a homeomorphism” is weaker than “Reconstruction up-to a
bijection”.
Here is one of their results that seems related to the theorems proved in
this work.
Theorem (M. Bodirsky, M. Pinsker, and A. Pongrac´z) Any closed sub-
clone of O :=
Ť8
n“1N
Nn containing the symmetric group of N has automatic
homeomorphicity with respect to all closed subclones of O ([BPP] Section
5.1).
The work of Bodirsky et. al. concetrates more on the polymorphic clones
of ℵ0-categorical structures. Many questions in this area are still open.
Function semigroups
Definition 1.1. (a) Let A be a nonempty set. A nonempty subset of AA
closed under composition is called a function semigroup. The set A is called
the domain of S and is denoted by DompSq.
(b) The structure xS, ˝S y is denoted by AlgpSq. Note that S is a set and
not a structure. We regard ˝S as a three-place relation, rather than as
a binary operation. In this work, this will turn out to be more convenient.
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Nevertheless, we keep writing f ˝S g “ h, even though the correct thing to
write is xf, g, hy ∈ ˝S.
(c) Let S Ď AA be a function semigroup. We say that S is a fully-
transposional (FT) semigroup, if every transposition of A belongs to S.
We make the following conventions.
Conventions
(1) S always denotes a function semigroup.
(2) DompSq is always denoted by A. l
LetKFT be the class of all FT semigroups S such that |DompSq| ‰ 1, 2, 6,
and let KAlgFT := tAlgpSq | S ∈ KFT u.
Let S Ď AA be a function semigroup. We define the structure ActpSq as
follows.
ActpSq := xS ∪ A,AppS y,
where AppS : S × A Ñ A is the application function. Namely, for every
f ∈ S and a ∈ A, then AppSpf, aq “ fpaq.
Let
KActFT := tActpSq | S ∈ KFT u.
Theorem A below is our first goal. Intuitively it says that for members
S ∈ KFT , ActpSq is recoverable from AlgpSq.
Theorem A KActFT is first order strongly interpretable in K
Alg
FT . Theorem
A restated as Corollary 9.3(d).
The notion of “first order strong interpretability” has yet to be defined
(Section 2 Definition 2.3(d)). In the meantime, let us state the main conclu-
sion of Theorem A. This conclusion can be understood without knowing the
definition of the above notion.
Corollary B Let S, T ∈ KFT and ϕ be an isomorphism between xS, ˝
S y
and xT, ˝T y. Then there is a bijection τ between DompSq and DompT q
such that for every f ∈ S, ϕpfq “ τfτ´1. (See Theorem 2.4.)
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Remark Whereas the fact “ActpSq is recoverable from AlgpSq” is a theo-
rem, the converse - “AlgpSq is recoverable from ActpSq” is a triviality.
Let L denote the language of structures of the form ActpSq, where S is a
function semigroup. There are formulas φF pxq and φ˝pf, g, h q in L such that
for every function semigroup S:
(1) For every x ∈ |ActpSq|: x ∈ S iff ActpSq |ù φF rxs, and
(2) For every f, g, h ∈ S: f ˝ g “ h iff xS ∪A,AppS y |ù φ˝rf, g, hs.
Finding φF and φ˝ is trivial.
Facts (1) and (2) mean that AlgpSq is recoverable from ActpSq. With
the terminology introduced in Definition 2.3(d), it means that tAlgpSq|S is a
function semigroupu is first order strongly interpretable in tAct pSq|S is
a function semigroupu. Note that this interpretability fact is true for the
class of all function semigroups, and not just for fully transpositional semi-
groups.
Clones
In the context of this work, reconstruction questions can be asked for
permutation groups, for function semigroups and for clones. Indeed, the
counterpart of Theorem A for clones is also true, and is proved in this work.
We now define the notion of a clone and state the counterparts of Theo-
rem A and Corollary B for clones.
Let N` denote the set of positive natural numbers. For a set A and
1 ď i ď n ∈ N let pAn,i : A
n Ñ A be the projection onto the i’th coordinate.
That is,
pAn,ipx1, . . . , xnq “ xi.
A subset C of
Ť
1ďn∈NA
An is called a clone on A, if
(1) For every 1 ď i ď n ∈ N, pAn,i ∈ C,
and
(2) For every fpy1, . . . , ynq ∈ C, k ∈ N
` and g1p~x q, . . . , gnp~x q ∈ C ∩ A
Ak ,
the function hp~x q := fpg1p~x q, . . . , gnp~x qq belongs to C.
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Let C be a clone on A. Set FncnpCq :=C ∩A
An . For every n, k ∈ N` we
define an pn` 1q-place partial operation CmpCn,k.
(1) DompCmpCn,kq “ FncnpCq×
´
FnckpCq
¯n
, and
(2) For every f ∈ FncnpCq, g1, . . . , gn ∈ FnckpCq and ~x ∈ A
k,´
CmpCn,kpf, g1, . . . , gnq
¯
p~xq “ fpg1p~xq, . . . , gnp~xqq.
We also define the n-place application operation AppCn , which is an pn` 1q-
place partial operation.
(1) DompAppCn q “ FncnpCq ˆ A
n, and
(2) For every f ∈ FncnpCq, and a1, . . . , an ∈ A,
AppCn pf, a1, . . . , anq “ fpa1, . . . , anq.
Let C be a clone on A. We define two structures based on C. The
algebraic structure of C is the following structure:
AlgpCq := xC, tCmpCn,kqun,k∈N` y.
The action structure of C is the following structure:
ActpCq “ xC ∪ A, tAppCn qun∈N` y.
Since partial operations do not conform with the standard definition of
a structure, we shall regard any of these pn ` 1q-place partial operations as
an pn ` 2q-place relation. Nevertheless we shall continue writing them as
functions rather than as relations. For example, CmpCn,kpf, g1, . . . , gnq “ h
stands for xf, g1, . . . , gn, hy ∈ Cmp
C
n,k.
Let C be a clone on A. C is called a fully transpostional clone (FT clone),
if every transposition of A belongs to C.
If C is a clone on A, then A is denoted by DompCq. Let KFT-cln be the
class of all FT clones C such that |Dom pCq| ‰ 1, 2, 6. Set
K
Alg
FT-cln := tAlg pCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u and K
Act
FT-cln := tActpCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u.
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Theorem C KActFT-cln is first order strongly interpretable in K
Alg
FT-cln .
Finally, we mention the main corollary. It is the analogue of Corollary B.
Corollary D Let C,D ∈ KFT-cln and ϕ be an isomorphism between AlgpCq
and AlgpDq. Then there is a bijection τ between Dom pCq and DompDq
such that for every n ∈ N`, f ∈ FncnpCq and a1, . . . , an ∈ DompCq,
ϕpfqpτpa1q, . . . , τpanqq “ τpfpa1, . . . , anqq.
2 Preliminaries concerning interpretations
This work is to a large degree self-contained. Though it uses the terminology
of mathematical logic, it does not rely on any real theorems from mathe-
matical logic. The only facts being used are facts which are usually called
“general nonsense”.
In this section we present two notions of interpretability: “first order
interpretability” and “first order strong interpretability”. It is the latter
notion which will be used. But the first notion is needed in the definition
of the second. For each notion, we state a reconstruction theorem related
to that notion. We do not give the proofs of these theorems. However, all
the proofs except for 2.4 are trivial. Most of the statements presented in
this section are proved in [Ru]. The ones which are not proved there, are
completely trivial.
The terms a “language”, a “structure” or a “model”, and a “first order
formula” are used as in mathematical logic. A systematic definition of these
notions can be found in [CK] Section 1.3 or in many other introductory
texts in mathematical logic. (See e.g. Herbert Enderton - A Mathematical
Introduction to Logic, or Wilfrid Hodges - Model Theory.)
Let L be a first order language. We use bold slanted letters a, b, f, g, x, y
as the individual variables of L. An L-formula is a first order formula in the
language L. If M is a structure, then its language is denoted by LpMq. Let
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M be a structure, and φpx 1, . . . , xnq be an LpMq-formula. Then φrM
ns :=
t~a ∈ |M |n | M |ù φr~a su. For simplicity, we deal only with languages which
do not contain function symbols.
Definition 2.1. Let K and K˚ be classes of structures in the languages
L and L˚ respectively and R Ď K × K˚. K˚ is first order interpretable
(FO-interpretable) in K with respect to R, if there are L-formulas as listed
in (1) and (2) below
(1) A formula φU p~x q such that n := lngthp~x q ‰ 0, and
(2) For every m ∈ N` and an m-place relation symbol P in L˚ a formula
φP p~x
1
, . . . ,~x
mq, such that lngthp~x jq “ n,
such that for every xM,M˚ y ∈ R there is τ :φU rM
ns
onto
ÝÑ |M˚| such that: for
every m ∈ N`, every m-place relation symbol P in L˚ (including the equality
symbol) and for every ~a 1, . . . ,~am ∈ φU rM
ns: xτp~a 1q, . . . , τp~amqy ∈ PM
˚
iff
M |ù φP r~a
1, . . . ,~ams.
The object ~φ := xφU , tφP | P is a relation symbol in L
˚uy is called a
first order interpretation (FO-interpretation) of K˚ in K with respect to R.
The function τ is called an interpreting mapping of M˚ in M with respect
to R and ~φ.
Remark The natural situation is that the relation R in the above def-
inition will have the following additional properties: DompRq “ K and
RngpRq “ K˚. This is always the case in what follows. But there is no
need to include these additional requirements in the definition.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that K˚ is FO-interpretable in K with respect to R.
Let M1,M2 ∈ K and M
˚
1 ,M
˚
2 ∈ K
˚ be such that for i “ 1, 2, xMi,M
˚
i y ∈ R.
Assume that M1 –M2. Then M
˚
1 –M
˚
2 .
Definition 2.3. (a) If K is a class of structures all in the same language L,
then L is denoted by LpKq.
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(b) Let φp~x,~y q be an LpMq-formula, lngthp~x q “ k and lngthp~y q “ ℓ.
Then
φrMk,M ℓs := tx~a,~by ∈ |M |k × |M |ℓ |M |ù φr~a,~bsu.
In the sequel K and K˚ denote classes of structures in the languages L
and L˚ respectively, and R Ď K ×K˚.
(c) LetK,K˚ andR be as above. xK,K˚, Ry is called a subuniverse system,
if for every xM,M˚ y ∈ R, |M | Ď |M˚|.
(d) Let xK,K˚, Ry be a subuniverse system. K˚ is first order strongly
interpretable (FS-interpretable) in K relative to R, if there are:
(1) An FO-interpretation ~φ “ xφU p~x q, . . .y of K
˚ in K,
(2) An LpKq-formula φImap p~x, x q and
(3) An LpK˚q-formula φ˚Imap p~x, x q
such that for every xM,M˚ y ∈ R, τ := φ˚Imap rpM
˚qlngthp~xq,M˚s is an inter-
preting mapping of M˚ in M with respect to ~φ, and φImap rM
lngthp~xq,Ms“
tx~a,by∈τ |b∈ |M |u. We call xφ˚Imap ,φImap ,
~φy a first order strong interpretation
(FS-interpretation) of K˚ in K relative to R.
Let M,N be structure in the same language and f be a function. The
notation f : M – N means that f is an isomorphism between M and N .
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that K˚ is FS-interpretable in K relative to R. For
i “ 1, 2 let xMi,M
˚
i y ∈ R, and let ρ :M1 –M2. Then there is a unique
ρ˚ : M˚1 –M
˚
2 such that ρ Ď ρ
˚.
We shall need only a weak fact about the transitivity of the relation of
FS-interpretability. It is stated in Observation 2.6.
Definition 2.5. (a) Let K and K˚ be classes of structures in the languages
L and L˚ respectively and R Ď K ˆ K˚. The triple xK,K˚, Ry is called a
same-universe system, if for every xM,M˚ y ∈ R, |M | “ |M˚|.
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(b) Let xK,K˚, Ry be a same-universe system. One says that K˚ is
definably interpretable in K relative to R, if for every n ∈ N` and every
n-place relation symbol P in L˚ there is an L-formula ψP px1, . . . , xnq such
that for every xM,M˚ y ∈ R, PM
˚
“ ψP rM
ns.
(c) Let xK,K˚, Ry be a same-universe system. One says that K and K˚
are bi-definably-interpretable relative to tR,R´1u, if K˚ is definably inter-
pretable in K relative to R, and K is definably interpretable in K˚ relative
to R´1.
Note that the relation “K and K˚ are bi-definably-interpretable relative
to tR,R´1u” is indeed symmetric.
Observation 2.6. Let K,K1, K2 be classes of structures, R Ď K ˆK1 and
S Ď K1 ˆ K2. Assume that xK,K1, Ry is a substructure system, and that
K1 is FS-interpretable in K relative to R. Also assume that xK1, K2, Sy is
a same-universe system, and that K1 and K2 are bi-definably-interpretable
with respect to tS, S´1u. Then K2 is FS-interpretable with respect to S ˝R.
Proof The proof is trivial. l
Definition 2.7. (a) Let K be a class of structures in the language L and
L Ď K. One says that L is a first order definabe (FO-definable) subclass of
K, if there is an L-sentence φ such that L “ tM ∈ K |M |ù φu. One also
says that φ defines L, or that φ is a defining sentence for L.
(b) Let L be a language, and K be a class of pairs of the form xM, ay,
where M is an L-structure and a ∈ |M |. Let L Ď K. One says that L is
a first order definabe (FO-definable) subclass of K, if there is an L-formula
φpxq such that L “ txM, ay ∈ K |M |ù φrasu. One also says that φ defines
L, or that φ is a defining formula for L.
(c) Let K be a class of structures all in the same language L, and let φ
be an L-sentence. Then φpKq := tM ∈ K |M |ù φu.
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Observation 2.8. Let K and K˚ be classes of structures in the languages L
and L˚ respectively and R Ď K×K˚. Let φ1, . . . , φk be L-sentences. Suppose
that:
(1) K “
Ťk
i“1 φipKq,
(2) For every i “ 1, . . . , n, K˚ is FS-interpretable in φipKiq with respect to
RæφipKq
Then K˚ is FS-interpretable in K with respect to R.
Proof The proof is trivial.
The relativization of a formula
The notion of “relativization” will be used several times. Let us define
it here and explain its role. Let L be a language and αpxq be an L-formula
whose only free variable is x. For every L-formula φ we define the L-formula
φpαq which will be called the relativization of φ to α. φpαq is defined by
induction.
(1) If φ is an atomic formula, then φpαq := φ.
(2) If ‹ is a binary connective, then pψ ‹ θqpαq :=ψpαq ‹ θpαq.
(3) p¬ψqpαq :=¬ψpαq.
(4) pDyψpyqqpαq := Dypαpyq ∧ ψpαqpyqq and
p@yψpyqqpαq := @ypαpyq Ñ ψpαqpyqq
Recall that we have decided to deal only with first order languages which
do not contain function symbols.
Proposition 2.9. Let L be a language, αpxq be an L-formula whose only
free variable is x, M be an L-structure, and φpy1, . . . , ynq be an L-formula.
Suppose that αrMs ‰ ∅ and let N be the substructue of M whose uni-
verse is αrMs. Then for every a1, . . . , an ∈ αrMs: M |ù φ
pαqra1, . . . , ans iff
N |ù φra1, . . . , ans.
Proof The proof is trivial. l
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3 A theorem of R. McKenzie, and some-trivialities
Let SympAq denote the symmetric group of A. For a relation R (and in
particular for a function R), let DompRq and RngpRq denote respectively
the domain and range of R.
Here are two trivial observations.
Observation 3.1. Let S Ď AA be an FT semigroup.
(a) If A is finite, then either S “ Sym pAq, or for some n ď |A|,
S “ SympAq ∪ tf ∈ AA | |Rngpfq| ď nu.
(b) If S contains a function f such that Rngpfq is finite and Rngpfq ‰ A,
then S contains a constant function.
Proof The very easy proofs are left to the reader. l
Definition 3.2. Let S Ď AA be a function semigroup. Set
GrpSq “ tg ∈ S ∩ Sym pAq | g´1 ∈ Su.
(Note that GrpSq may be empty.)
Clearly, if GrpSq ‰ ∅, then GrpSq is a subsemigroup of S, and xGrpSq, ˝y
is a group.
Let
φId pf q := @gpfg “ gf “ gq.
and
φGr pf q := DgpφId pfgq ∧ φId pgf qq.
Proposition 3.3. Let S be an FT semigroup. Then
(a) For every f ∈ S, S |ù φId rf s iff f “ IdA.
(b) φGr rSs “ GrpSq.
Let h ∈ Sym pAq and f ∈ AA. Then fh denotes hfh´1.
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Let S Ď AA be an FT semigroup. We define the structure Act Gr pSq as
follows.
Act Gr pSq := xS ∪ A, ˝S,AppSGr y,
where AppSGr : GrpSq × A Ñ A is the application function. Namely, for
every f ∈ GrpSq and a ∈ A, AppSGr pf, aq “ fpaq. Note that even if GrpSq
is empty, the above definition is valid. However, this is irrelevant since for
every function semigroup S appearing in this work, GrpSq ‰ ∅.
We do not treat FT semigroups S for which |DompSq| ∈ t1, 2, 6u. This is
(up to isomorphism) a finite class. Its treatment is easy, but the semigroups
in this class do not fit conviniently into the treatment of the general case. So
including them, will be a nuisance.
Because of the same reason, we shall not treat FT clones C for which
|DompCq| ∈ t1, 2, 6u.
Though not needed in the proofs of Theorems A and C, it is worthwhile
noting the fact stated in the proposition below. This fact will be needed if
one would wish to incorporate into the picture also FT semigroups or clones
X for which |DompXq| ∈ t1, 2, 6u.
Proposition 3.4. (a) There is a sentence φSmgrKFT in the language of K
Alg
FT
such that for every FT semigroup S: AlgpSq |ù φSmgrKFT iff S ∈ KFT .
(b) There is a sentence φClnKFT in the language of K
Alg
FT-cln such that for
every FT clone C: AlgpCq |ù φClnKFT iff S ∈ KFT-cln .
Proof (a) By Proposition 3.3(b), for every n ∈ N there is a sentence
φgroup“n in the language of semigroups such that for every FT semigroup S:
S |ù φgroup“n iff |GrpSq| “ n. Let φKFT be the sentence which says |GrpSq| ‰
1, 2, 120. Then by Observation 3.1(a), φKFT is as required.
(b) φClnKFT is obtained from φ
Smgr
KFT , by adjusting φ
Smgr
KFT to the language of
K
Alg
FT-cln .
Let K be a class of function semigroups. Define
KActGr := tAct Gr pSq | S ∈ Ku.
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The language of KActGr is denoted by LActGr
We reformulate the theorem of McKenzie, in such a way that it will be
convenient to apply it. (McKenzie’s Theorem is the first theorem in the
introduction.)
Theorem 3.5. (R. Mckenzie) KActGrFT is first order strongly interpretable
in KAlgFT .
How the proof of Theorem A is interpolated.
We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem E KActFT and K
ActGr
FT are bi-definably-interpretable. l
Then, to obtain Theorem A, we shall combine Theorem 3.5, Theorem C and
Observation 2.6.
Remark Proving Theorem E amounts to proving that AppS is definable in
Act Gr pSq.
Remark Let KNo-cnst be the class of all S ∈ KFT which do not contain a
constant function. To be precise, rather than proving Theorem E, we shall
prove the following statement.
Theorem E˚ KActNo-cnst and K
ActGr
No-cnst are bi-definably-interpretable. l
(Theorem E˚ is proved in Proposition 9.2(b).)
The class of S’es which contain a constant function will be dealt with
separately.
As long as we deal with the proof of Theorem E˚, a “formula” will mean
a first order formula in LActGr .
4 The beginning of the proof of Theorem A:
semigroups which contain a constant func-
tion
We adopt the following conventions.
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Conventions
(1) S always denotes a function semigroup.
(2) DompSq is always denoted by A.
(3) All the formulas that we write are first order formulas in LActGr . When
we say a “formula”, we mean an LActGr -formula. l
Notations 4.1. (a) For a class K of function semigroups, KAlg denotes the
class tAlgpSq | S ∈ Ku, and KAct := tActpSq | S ∈ Ku. (The analogous
notation KActGr , has been introduced before.)
(b) A pair of the form xS, f y, where S is a function semigroup and f ∈
S is called an augmented function semigroup. If K is a class of function
semigroup, then KAug := txS, f y | S ∈ K and f ∈ Su.
(c) We extend the notation introduced in Part (a) to augmented function
semigroups. Let K be a class of function semigroups and Let J Ď KAug .
Then JAlg denotes the class txAlgpSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Ju. The classes JAct
and JActGr are defined in the same way. l
Let KD-cnst be the class of all S ∈ KFT such that S contains a constant
function. We deal with this subclass of KFT separately. Afterwords we shall
deal with the class KFT zKD-cnst . We abbreviate pKD-cnst q
Alg by KAlgD-cnst and
so on.
We need to prove that KActD-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
D-cnst . However, a
stronger statement is true, and its proof is pretty trivial and well-known. Let
K@-cnst be the class of all function semigroups S such that |Dom pSq| ě 2,
and S contains all constant functions from DompSq to DompSq.
Proposition 4.2. (a) KD-cnst Ď K@-cnst .
(b) KAct@-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
@-cnst .
(c) KActD-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
D-cnst .
Proof (a) This part is trivial.
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(b) The following two facts are trivial.
Fact 1 For a function semigroup S, let Cnst pSq denote the set of constant
functions belonging to S. Let φCnst pf q := @g pfg “ f q. Then for every
S ∈ K@-cnst , φCnst rSs “ Cnst pSq.
Fact 2 For a set B and b ∈ B, let cnstBb denote the constant function
from B to B whose value is b. Let S ∈ K@-cnst . Then for every f ∈ S and
a, b ∈ A, fpaq “ b iff f ˝ cnstAa “ cnst
A
b .
The FS-interpretability of KAct@-cnst in K
Alg
@-cnst follows easily from Fact 1
and Fact 2. The exact details are left to the reader.
(c) Part (c) is a trivial corollary of Parts (a) and (b).
We shall also use the trivial fact that KAlgD-cnst is FO-definable in K
Alg
FT .
Observation 4.3. Let φD-cnst := Df @gpfg “ f q. Then for every S ∈ KFT ,
AlgpSq |ù φD-cnst iff S ∈ KD-cnst .
Proof The proof is trivial
5 An outline of the continuation of the proof
Let f : AÑ A. Define
Fxdpfq := ta ∈ A | fpaq “ au
and
Fxd-imgpfq := ta ∈ A | fpaq ∈ Fxdpfqu.
We shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma F There is a formula φFxd-img pf , x q such that for every S ∈ KFT
which does not contain a constant function, f ∈ S and a ∈ A:
a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φFxd-img rf, as. l
Once Lemma F is proved, it is a very short way to proving Theorem A.
Let KNo-cnst be the class of all semigroups S ∈ KFT such that S does not
contain a constant function. We shall partition KAugNo-cnst into four subclasses
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J1, J2, J3, J4. For every i “ 1, . . . , 4: (1) we shall show that pJiq
ActGr is FO-
definable in pKAugNo-cnst q
ActGr . (2) we shall find a formula φJiFxd-img pf, x q such
that for every xS, f y ∈ Ji and a ∈ A: fpaq ∈ Fxd pfq iff Act
Gr pSq |ù
φJiFxd-img rf, as.
The formula φFxd-img of Lemma F is obtained from the φ
Ji
Fxd-img ’s and the
defining formulas of the Ji’s. We desrcibe how this is done. Let φJipf q be
the formula defining pJiq
ActGr in pKAugNo-cnst q
ActGr . Then
φFxd-img pf, xq :=
Ž4
i“1
´
φJipf q ∧ φ
Ji
Fxd-img pf , xq
¯
.
It is a triviality that, indeed, φFxd-img is as needed.
We turn to the definition of the Ji’s, but we start with some preliminary
notions.
Definition 5.1. (a) Let f : AÑ A. The function f is called a semi-constant
function, if there is B Ď A such that |B| ě 2, fæB is a constant function
and fæpA z Bq “ IdAzB.
(b) Let KD-scnst be the class of all S ∈ KFT such that S contains
a semi-constant function, but does not contain constant functions. Let
KNo-scnst :=KFT z pKD-scnst ∪KD-cnst q.
(c) Let f : A Ñ A. Define the equivalence relation „f on A as follows:
a „f b, if a, b ∈ A and fpaq “ fpbq. We denote a{„f by rasf .
(d) For f : AÑ A define Bpfq := trasf | a ∈ A and |raf s| ě 2u.
(e) Let S ∈ KFT . Set F Bě3 pSq := tf ∈ S | |Bpfq| ě 3u and
F Bď2 pSq := tf ∈ S | |Bpfq| ď 2u.
We are ready to define J1, . . . , J4.
Definition 5.2. J1 := pKD-scnst q
Aug ,
J2 := txS, f y | S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bě3 pSqu,
J3 := txS, f y | S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bď2 pSq zGrpSqu
and
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J4 := txS, f y | S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ GrpSqu.
Observation 5.3. tJ1, J2, J3, J4u is a partition of pKNo-cnst q
Aug .
Proof The proof is trivial. (Indeed, there is nothing to prove.)
6 The definability of the relation “fpbq ∈ Fxdpfq”
in FT semigroups which contain a semi-
constant function
According to the plan of the proof laid out in the preceeding section, we
have to show that (i) pJ1q
ActGr is FO-definable in ppKNo-cnst q
Aug qActGr , and
that (ii) there is a formula φJ1Fxd-img pf , xq, which for members xS, f y of J1
expresses in Act Gr pSq the fact that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. More precisely, we
need an LActGr -formula φ
J1
Fxd-img pf , x q such that for every xS, f y ∈ J1 and
x ∈ DompSq: Act Gr pSq |ù φJ1Fxd-img rf, xs iff x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
Fact (i) is trivial. It will be proved in Proposition 6.6. Fact (ii) - the
expressibility of “x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq”, will be proved in Lemma 6.11, which is
the last lemma in this section.
Remark 6.1. Let L be a language and for i “ 1, 2, 3 let Ki be a class of
pairs of the form xM, ay, where M is an L-structure and a ∈ |M |. Sup-
pose that K1 Ď K2 Ď K3 and that φpa q defines K1 in K3. Then, of
course, φpa q defines K1 in K2. So instead of proving Fact (i) we shall prove
that txAct Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ J1u is FO-definable in txAct
Gr pSq, f y | S ∈
KFT and f ∈ Su.
Definition 6.2. Let A be a set and a, b ∈ A be distinct. The transposition
of A which switches a and b is denoted by pa, bq A. Since A will be fixed
throughout the context, we abbreviate pa, bq A by pa, bq .
Observation 6.3. There is an an LActGr -formula φtr pf, x, yq which for semi-
groups S ∈ KFT says that that x ‰ y and that f “ px, y q .
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Proof Let
φActGrDom pxq := Df DypActpf, xq “ yq.
Then for every S ∈ KFT ,
φActGrDom rAct
Gr pSqs “ DompSq.
Let φtr pf, x, yq be the LActGr -formula which says:
(1) x ‰ y,
(2) Actpf, xq “ y and Act pf, yq “ x, and
(3) For every z: if φActGrDom pzq and z ‰ x, y, then Act pf, zq “ z.
Then φtr pf, x, yq is as required
Observation 6.4. Let φsim pf, x, yq be the formula which says: Either
(i) x “ y, or (ii) x ‰ y and f “ f px, y q .
Then for every S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and a, b ∈ A: Act
Gr pSq |ù φsim rf, a, bs iff
a „f b.
Proof The proof is trivial.
A function f : AÑ A is called a projection if fæRngpfq “ Id Rng pfq.
Observation 6.5. (a) Let S Ď AA be an FT semigroup and f ∈ S. Then
f is a constant function iff for every g ∈ S, fg “ f . So there is an
LActGr -formula φCnst pf q such that for every FT semigroup S and f ∈ S,
Act Gr pSq |ù φCnst rf s iff f is a constant function.
(b) Let f : A Ñ A. Then f is a projection iff f 2 “ f . So the formula
f 2 “ f defines the property of being a projection in all function semigroups.
So there is a LActGr -formula φPrj pf q such that for every FT semigroup S
and f ∈ S, Act Gr pSq |ù φPrj rf s iff f is a projection.
(c) Let f : A Ñ A. Then f is a semi-constant function iff (i) f is
a projection, and (ii) There is a ∈ A such that |rasf | ě 2, and for every
b ∈ A z rasf , rbsf “ tbu.
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So there is an LActGrFT -formula φscnst pf q such that for every S ∈ KFT and
f ∈ S, Act Gr pSq |ù φscnst rf s iff f is semi-constant.
(d) There is an LActGrFT -sentence φD-scnst such that for every S ∈ KFT ,
Act Gr pSq |ù φD-scnst iff S ∈ KD-scnst .
Proof The proof is trivial.
Proposition 6.6. (a) There is a sentence φD-cnst such that for every
S ∈ KFT : Act
Gr pSq |ù φD-cnst iff S contains a constant function.
(b) There is a sentence φD-scnst such that for every S ∈ KFT : Act
Gr pSq |ù
φD-scnst iff S ∈ KD-scnst . Hence txAct
Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ J1u is FO-definable
in txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KFT and f ∈ Su.
Proof This is a trivial corollary from Observation 6.5(a) and (d).
Let f ∈ AA the set Idp pfq is defined as follows.
Idp pfq “ ta ∈ A | f´1rtaus “ tauu.
The members of Idppfq are called identity points of f .
Let f : A Ñ A be a semi-constant function. Then the unique a ∈ A
such that |f´1rtaus| ě 2 is called the constant value of f , and is denoted
by cnstpfq, and the set f´1rtaus is called the constant domain of f , and
is denoted by Cnst-dom pfq. Note that cnst pfq ∈ Cnst-dom pfq and that
Idppfq “ A z Cnst-dompfq.
We shall use the following trivial fact.
Observation 6.7. Let S be an FT semigroup which contains a semi-constant
function which is not constant. Let a, d, p ∈ A be such that a, d ‰ p.
Then there is a semi-constant function g ∈ S such that a “ cnst pgq,
d ∈ Cnst-dom pgq and p 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq.
Proof The proof is trivial, but we verify it nevertheless.
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Let h ∈ S be a semi-constant function which is not constant. Let
a1 “ cnst phq. If a1 “ a, then let h1 “ h. If a
1 ‰ a, then let π “ pa, a1 q and
h1 “ h
π. Then h1 is semi-constant and not constant, and cnstph1q “ a.
If d “ a. Then d ∈ Cnst-dom ph1q. In this case, set h2 “ h1.
Assume that d ‰ a. If d ∈ Cnst-dom ph1q, then let h2 “ h1. If
d 6∈ Cnst-dom ph1q, then let d
1 ∈ Cnst-dom ph1q z tau, σ “ pd, d
1 q and
h2 “ h
σ
1 . Then h2 is semi-constant and not constant, cnstph1q “ a and
d ∈ Cnst-dom ph2q.
If p 6∈ Cnst-domph2q, then let g “ h2. If p ∈ Cnst-dom ph2q, then let
p1 ∈ A zCnst-domph2q, η “ pp, p
1 q and g “ hη2. Then g is semi-constant and
not constant, cnst ph1q “ a, d ∈ Cnst-dom ph2q and p 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq.
Proposition 6.8. Let S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S be a semi-constant function which
is not a constant function and b ∈ A. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) b “ cnst pfq
(2) (i) |rbsf | ě 2 and
(ii) For every a ∈ A z rbsf , pf pa, bq q
3 “ f pa, bq .
Proof ¬(1) ñ ¬(2): Suppose that b ∈ A and b ‰ cnst pfq. If |rbsf | “ 1.
Then b does not fulfill 2(i). So assume that |rbsf | ě 2. Set c “ fpbq. Recall
that we assumed that f is not a constant function. So let a ∈ Idp pfq, and
let σ “ pa, bq .
c
e b a
σ
Then fσpbq “ a, fσpaq “ c and fσpcq “ c.
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ce b a fσ
It follows that pfσq3pbq “ c and pfσqpbq “ a. Hence
pfσq3 ‰ fσ.
(1) ñ (2): Suppose that b “ cnst pfq. Then |rbsf | ě 2. That is, (2)(i)
holds.
Let a ∈ Idp pfq and set σ “ pa, bq . Then fσpbq “ a and fσpaq “ b. Also,
for every d ∈ Idppfq z tau, fσpdq “ d, and for every e ∈ rbsf z tbu, fσpeq “ b.
ab
e fσ
b a
e
σ
It follows that
(i) pfσq3pbq “ a “ fσpbq and pfσq3paq “ b “ fσpaq,
(ii) for every d ∈ Idp pfq z tau, pfσqpdq “ d “ pfσq3pdq, and
(iii) for every e ∈ rbsf z tbu, pfσqpeq “ e “ pfσq
3peq.
Hence
pfσq3 “ fσ.
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Our next goal is to find an LActGrFT -formula φ
D-scnst
Fxd-img pf, b q which in semi-
groups belonging to KFT , containing a semi-constant function but not con-
taining a constant function, will say that f pb q is a fixed point of f. Let
φD-scnstFxd-img pf, b q be the formula which says:
• There is a ∈ rbsf such that for every semi-constant function g:
if (i) a 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq and (ii) cnst pgq 6∈ rbsf,
then rbsfgf Ď rbsf 2 .
We have to check that (i) and (ii) and the consequent of φD-scnstFxd-img pf, b q can
be expressed by a LActGrFT -formula. Indeed, a 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq is equivalent
to ra sg “ tau, so (i) is expressible. By Proposition 6.8, cnst pgq 6∈ rbsf is
expressible. The consequent: rbsfgf Ď rbsf 2, is also expressible.
Proposition 6.9. Let S∈KFT , f ∈S and b∈A. Suppose that fpbq∈Fxd pfq.
Then Act Gr pSq |ù φD-scnstFxd-img rf, bs.
Proof Let a := fpbq. We show that a serves as the required a in φD-scnstFxd-img .
Let g ∈ S be a semi-constant function fulfilling (i) and (ii) of φD-scnstFxd-img . Let
x ∈ rbsfgf and we prove that x ∈ rbsf2 .
a
rbsf
fgfpbq “ fgpaq “ fpaq “ a.
(The second equality holds since g fulfills (i) of φD-scnstFxd-img .) We conclude
that fgfpxq “ a. Suppose by contradiction that gfpxq ‰ fpxq. Then
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gfpxq “ cnstpgq. The fact that g fulfills (ii) of φD-scnstFxd-img means that
gfpxq “ cnst pgq 6∈ rbsf . That is, fgfpxq ‰ fpbq “ a. A contradic-
tion. It follows that gfpxq “ fpxq. So a “ fgfpxq “ f 2pxq. For b, too,
f 2pbq “ fpaq “ a. So x ∈ rbsf2. We have proved that rbsfgf Ď rbsf2.
Proposition 6.10. Let S ∈ KFT , and suppose that S contains a semi-
constant function, but does not contain constant functions. Let f ∈ S and
b ∈ A. Assume that a := fpbq 6∈ Fxdpfq. Then Act Gr pSq 6|ù φD-scnstFxd-img rf, bs.
Proof Let c “ fpaq. So c ‰ a. We have to show that a statement of the
form
“There is a ∈ rbsf such that . . .”
does not hold. So let b 1 be an arbitrary member of rbsf , and we show that b
1
cannot serve as the needed a.
We start by choosing a d such that
d ∈ Rngpfq z pf´1rtcus ∪ tb 1uq.
We have to show that such a d exists. Suppose otherwise. Then Rngpfq Ď
f´1rtcus ∪ tb 1u and so Rngpf 2q Ď tc, fpb 1qu. Since |A| ą 2, Rngpf 2q ‰ A.
Also, Rngpf 2q is finite. So by Observation 3.1(b), S contains a constant
function. A contradiction, so the required d exists.
Now we choose a semi-constant function g ∈ S such that
(1) d ∈ Cnst-dom pgq,
(2) b 1 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq and
(3) a “ cnst pgq.
We have to show that such a g exists.
Let us first verify that b 1 ‰ a, d. (1) d was chosen to be different from b 1.
(2) Since b 1 ∈ rbsf , fpb
1q “ fpbq “ a. However, fpaq “ c ‰ a. So b 1 ‰ a.
Recall that S contains a semi-constant function which is not constant.
We have also shown that b 1 ‰ a, d. So by Observation 6.7, such a g exists.
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Let e be such that fpeq “ d.
a
c
bd b1
e
g
Then
fgfpeq “ fpgpfpeqqq “ fpgpdqq “ fpaq “ c.
Also,
fgfpbq “ fpgpaqq “ fpaq “ c.
So e ∈ rbsfgf . However,
f 2peq “ fpdq ‰ c and f 2pbq “ c.
So e 6∈ rbsf2, which implies that rbsfgf 6Ď rbsf2 . We found a semi-constant
function g such that (i) b 1 6∈ Cnst-dom pgq, (ii) cnst pgq 6∈ rbsf , and nev-
ertheless, rbsfgf 6Ď rbsf2 . So b
1 does not fulfill the requirement on a in
φD-scnstFxd-img pf, b q. Hence Act
Gr pSq 6|ù φD-scnstFxd-img rf, bs.
Combining the last two propositions one obtains the following statement.
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Lemma 6.11. Let S ∈ KD-scnst . Then for every f ∈ S and b ∈ A:
Act Gr pSq |ù φD-scnstFxd-img rf, bs iff fpbq ∈ Fxdpfq. l
7 The definability of the relation “fpbq ∈ Fxdpfq”
in FT semigroups which do not contain a
semi-constant function, the case that |Bpfq| ě
3
Recall that KNo-scnst is the class of all semigroups S ∈ KFT such that S
does not contain a semi-constant function. The classes J2, J3 and J4 were
defined in Definition 5.2, and tJ2, J3, J4u is a partition of txS, f y | S ∈
KNo-scnst and f ∈ Su.
The goal for the next two sections.
We shall find an LActGrFT -formula φ
No-scnst
Fxd-img pf , b q which in semigroups belonging
to KNo-scnst , will say in that f pb q is a fixed point of f.
In this section we find such a formula which works only for xS, f y’s which
belong to J2, namely, xS, f y’s such that |Bpfq| ě 3. In the next section we
shall find the analogous formulas for J3 and J4.
We also need the facts that for i “ 2, 3, 4, txAct Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Jiu
is FO-definable in txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KFT and f ∈ Su. These facts are
rather trivial, and we verify them now.
Observation 7.1. (a) There is a sentence φNo-scnst such that for every
S ∈ KFT , Act
Gr pSq |ù φNo-scnst iff S ∈ KNo-scnst .
(b) There is a formula φBě3 pf q such that for every S ∈ KFT and every
f ∈ S: |Bpfq| ě 3 iff Act Gr pSq |ù φBě3 rf s.
(c) For every i “ 2, 3, 4, txAct Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Jiu is FO-definable in
txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KFT and f ∈ Su.
Proof (a) Part (a) follows trivially from Proposition 6.6(a) and (b).
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(b) Part (b) follows from the fact that there is a formula φsim pf , x, yq such
that for every S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and a, b ∈ A: Act
Gr pSq |ù φsim rf, a, bs iff
a „f b. See Observation 6.4. Indeed φBě3 pf q is the following formula.
pDx 1,x 2,x 3qpDy 1,y 2,y 3q
˜
3ľ
i“1
px i‰y iq∧
3ľ
i“1
px i„fy iq ∧
ľ
1ďiăjď3
px i 6„f x jq
¸
(c) In Part (a) we found a sentence φNo-scnst such that for every S ∈ KFT ,
Act Gr pSq |ù φNo-scnst iff S ∈ KNo-scnst . In Part (b) we found a formula
φBě3 pf q such that for every S ∈ KFT and every f ∈ S: |Bpfq| ě 3 iff
Act Gr pSq |ù φBě3 rf s. In Proposition 3.3 we found a formula φGr pf q such
that for every S ∈ KFT and f ∈ S: f ∈ GrpSq iff Act
Gr pSq |ù φGr rf s.
Now define
φJ2pf q := φNo-scnst ∧ φBě3 pf q,
φJ3pf q := φNo-scnst ∧ ¬φBě3 pf q ∧ ¬φGr pf q
and
φJ4pf q := φNo-scnst ∧ φGr pf q.
Clearly, φJ2pf q, φJ3pf q and φJ4pf q are as required.
We shall need the following notation. Let a, b, c ∈ A be distinct. Define
pa, b, c q A := txa, by, xb, cy, xc, ayu ∪ IdAztxa,b y,xb,c y,xc,a yu. The superscript A is
usually omitted.
The next Observation 3.1(b) is an analogue of Observation 3.1(b).
Observation 7.2. Let S Ď AA be an FT semigroup. If S contains a func-
tion f such that (i) f rA z Idppfqs is finite, and (ii) f is not 1–1, then S
contains a semi-constant function.
Proof For a function f ∈ AA set npfq := |f rA z Idp pfqs|. Note that
npfq “ 1 iff f is semi-constant. Let S ∈ KFT , and A “ DompSq. Sup-
pose that there is f ∈ S such that f rA z Idp pfqs is finite, and f is not
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1-1. Let m “ min
´
tnpgq | g ∈ S, and g is not 1-1u
¯
. Suppose by contra-
diction that m ą 1. Let g ∈ S be such that npgq “ m. Let a, b ∈ A
be distinct elements such that gpaq “ gpbq, and let c, d ∈ grA z Idppgqs
be distinct. There is π ∈ S such that (i) πpaq “ c and πpbq “ d, and
(ii) πrIdppgqs “ Idppgq. We verify that, indeed, such a π exists. Note that
a, b, c, d 6∈ Idppgq.
Case 1 ta, bu ∩ tc, du “ ∅. Then π := pa, cq pb, dq is as required.
Case 2 ta, bu ∩ tc, du is a singleton. We may assume that b “ c. Then
π := pa, b, d q is as required.
Case 3 ta, bu “ tc, du. Then π := IdA is as required.
Clearly, π ∈ S and gπpcq “ gπpdq. Hence h := gπg ∈ S. It follows that
Idpphq “ Idp pgq. The fact “gπpcq “ gπpdq” implies that
|hrA z Idpphqs| ă m.
A contradiction. So m “ 1. This means that S contains a semi-constant
function.
We introduce two formulas αNot-fxd pf , b q and βNot-fxd pf , b q which will be
used in the construction of a formula expressing the property that
fpb q 6∈ Fxd pf q. If fpbq ∈ Fxdpfq, then both αNot-fxd and βNot-fxd fail for
f and b. If fpbq 6∈ Fxdpfq, then in most cases either αNot-fxd or βNot-fxd hold
for f and b. However, there are a few instances in which fpbq 6∈ Fxdpfq, but
Act Gr pSq 6|ù pαNot-fxd _ βNot-fxd qrf, bs. Dealing with these exceptional cases
requires some extra work.
Let f : A Ñ A, b ∈ A and π “ pc, dq be a transposition of A. We say
that π is xf, by -permissible, if c, d 6∈ rbsf .
Let αNot-fxd pf, b q be the formula which says:
• There is an xf, b y -permissible transposition π such that rbsf 2 ‰ rbsfπf .
Let βNot-fxd pf , b q be the formula which says:
• There is an xf, b y -permissible transposition σ such that αNot-fxd pfσ, b q.
Since αNot-fxd and βNot-fxd appear many times, for a while, we abbreviate
αNot-fxd and βNot-fxd by respectively α and β.
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Proposition 7.3. Let S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and b ∈ A. Suppose that fpbq ∈
Fxdpfq. Then Act Gr pSq 6|ù αrf, bs and Act Gr pSq 6|ù βrf, bs.
Proof The proof is trivial.
Definition 7.4. Let f : AÑ A.
(a) A triple xb, a, cy ∈ A3 is called an f -long triple, if fpbq “ a, fpaq “ c
and b ‰ a ‰ c. (b is allowed to be equal to c.)
a
c
b
f
(b) A quadruple xr, p, q, ty ∈ A4 is called an f -long-wide quadruple, if
(i) fppq “ fpqq “ t, (ii) p, q, t are pairwise distinct and (iii) fprq “ q.
t
p q
r
Remark 7.5. Note the following equivalence. Let f : A Ñ A and b ∈ A.
Then the following are equivalent: (1) b 6∈ Fxd-Imgpfq; (2) xb, fpbq, f 2pbqy is
an f -long triple.
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Proposition 7.6. Let S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S, xb, a, cy be an f -long triple, and
xr, q, s, ty be an f -long-wide quadruple such that t ‰ a, c. Then Act Gr pSq |ù
αrf, bs.
Proof
a q
t
s
r
c
b
π
Since fpaq “ c ‰ t “ fpqq, a ‰ q. So π := pa, q q is a transposition. Now,
fpqq “ t ‰ a “ fpbq. So q 6∈ rbsf . Also fpaq “ c ‰ a “ fpbq. So a 6∈ rbsf . It
follows that
(1) π is xf, by -permissible.
Clearly, f 2prq “ t ‰ c “ f 2pbq. So
(2) r 6∈ rbsf2 .
Since xr,q,s,ty is an f -long-wide quadruple, s‰q. Also, fpsq“ t‰c“fpaq.
So s‰a. Hence πpsq “ s. It follows that
(3) fπfprq “ fπpsq “ fpsq “ t.
Since fpsq “ t ‰ c “ fpaq, s ‰ a. Also, since xr, q, s, ty is an f -long-wide
quadruple, s ‰ q. So πpsq “ s. Hence
(4) fπfpbq “ fπpaq “ fpqq “ t.
By (3) and (4)
(5) r ∈ rbsfπf .
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By (2) and (5),
(6) rbsfπf ‰ rbsf2.
By (1) and (6), Act Gr pSq |ù αrf, bs.
Let f ∈ AA, B ∈ Bpfq and a ∈ B. Set Img fpBq := fpaq.
Lemma 7.7. Let xS, f y ∈ J2 pthat is, S ∈ KNo-Scnst and |Bpfq| ě 3q. Then
for every b ∈ A z Fxd-imgpfq, Act Gr pSq |ù βrf, bs.
Proof Set fpbq “ a and fpaq “ c. So xb, a, cy is an f -long triple. We
show that there is transposition σ such that σ is xf, by-permissible, and
Act Gr pSq |ù αrfσ, bs.
Since |Bpfq| ě 3, there is B ∈ Bpfq such that t := img fpBq ‰ c, a. Let
p, q ∈ B be distinct. So p ‰ t or q ‰ t. We may assume that p ‰ t. We shall
find σ ∈ S and u, v ∈ A such that xu, p, v, ty is an fσ-long-wide quadruple.
We apply Observation 7.2. It is given that S does not contain a semi-
constant function, and that f is not 1-1. So f 2 is not 1-1. By Observation 7.2,
f 2rA z Idp pf 2qs is infinite. So there is d such that
(i) d ∈ f 2rA z Idppf 2qs z
´
ta, b, c, p, q, tu ∪ f rta, b, c, p, q, tus
¯
.
It follows that d ∈ Rngpf 2q z Idppf 2q. This implies that there is u ‰ d such
that f 2puq “ d. Let v “ fpuq. Hence
(ii) fpvq “ d.
Recall that fpqq “ t. However, by (i), d ‰ t. So
(iii) v ‰ q.
The facts: u ‰ d, fpuq “ v and fpvq “ d imply that
(iv) u ‰ v.
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ca
b
t
p q v
u
d
f and σ
σ
c
a
b
t
p v
u
fσ
We prove that (I): σ := pv, q q is well-defined, σ ∈ S, and σ is
xf, by-permissible.
By (iii), σ := pv, q q is well-defined, and since S is fully-transpositional,
σ ∈ S.
Now we check that σ is xf, by-permissible. Of course, fpbq “ a. We show
that fpvq, fpqq ‰ a. By (ii), fpvq “ d, and by (i), d ‰ a. So fpvq ‰ a.
Recall that fpqq “ t “ img f pBq ‰ a. So fpqq ‰ a. It follows that for
every v, q 6∈ rbsf . That is, σ is xf, by-permissible. We proved (I).
Next we show that (II): xu, p, v, ty is an fσ-long-wide quadruple. We
check that u 6∈ tv, qu. By (iv), u ‰ v. By (i), d ‰ fptq. So d ‰ t. This fact
together with facts: fpvq “ d and fpqq “ t, imply that v ‰ q. So indeed,
u 6∈ tv, qu.
Recall that σ “ pv, q q . Hence it follows that σpuq “ u, and so, fσpuq “
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fpuq “ v. That is,
(v) fσpuq “ v.
Now, fσpvq “ fpqq “ t. That is,
(vi) fσpvq “ t.
Next we check that
(vii) fσppq “ t.
We have chosen p and q to be distinct members of f´1rttus. So p ‰ q. We
also need to see that
(viii) p ‰ v.
Indeed, fppq “ t, fpvq “ d, and by (i), t ‰ d. So p ‰ v.
In the beginning of the proof we have assumed that
(ix) p ‰ t,
and we now verify that for v, too,
(x) v ‰ t.
fpvq “ d and by (i), fptq ‰ d. So, indeed, v ‰ t. By Facts (viii) - (x),
p, v, t are pairwise distinct; and Facts (v) - (vii) say that fσpuq “ v, fσpvq “
t and fσppq “ t. Hence xu, p, v, ty is, indeed, an fσ-long-wide quadruple.
This proves (II).
Let us now see that (III): xb, a, cy is fσ-long. We check that
tb, au ∩ tv, qu “ ∅.
Also, fpqq “ t and t ‰ a, c. Since fpbq “ a and fpaq “ c, it follows that
q ‰ b, a. The facts: fpvq “ d, d ‰ a, c, fpbq “ a and fpaq “ c, imply that
v ‰ b, a. Hence tb, au ∩ tv, qu “ ∅. We conclude that σpbq “ b and σpaq “ a.
So b ‰ a ‰ c, fσpbq “ a and fσpaq “ c. That is, xb, a, cy is an fσ-long triple.
We proved (III).
In the beginning of the proof we chose t such that (IV) t ‰ c, a.
Facts (II), (III) and (IV) together with Proposition 7.6 imply that
(V): Act Gr pSq |ùαrfσ,bs. Facts (I) and (V) imply that Act Gr pSq |ùβrf,bs.
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Corollary 7.8. (a) Let xS, f y ∈ J2. That is, S ∈ KNo-scnst , and f ∈ S is
such that |Bpfq| ě 3. Then for every b ∈ A the following are equivalent:
(1) b 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
(2) Act Gr pSq |ù βrf, bs.
(b) Denote ¬β by φJ2Fxd-img . Then for every xS, f y ∈ J2 and b ∈ A, the
following are equivalent:
(1) b ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
(2) Act Gr pSq |ù φJ2Fxd-img rf, bs.
Proof (a) Part (a) follows trivially from Proposition 7.3 and Lemma 7.7.
(b) Part (b) is a restatement of Part (a). It is mentioned for later refer-
ence.
Recall that our goal was to find a formula φNo-scnstFxd-img pf , b q which in
FT semigroups not containing a semi-constant function, would say that f pb q
is a fixed point of f. The formula φJ2Fxd-img does the job for xS, f y’s which
belong to J2.
8 Functions f for which |Bpfq| ď 2
8.1 An overview
We continue to adopt the following conventions.
(1) S denotes a function semigroup, and DompSq is denoted by A.
(2) All the formulas that we write are first order formulas in LActGr . When
we say a “formula”, we mean an LActGr -formula.
So far we have found formulas φpf, x q equivalent to “x ∈ Fxd-imgpf q”
for two subclasses of txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ Su.
(1) The class pJ1q
ActGr , where J1 is the class of all xS, f y’s such that
S ∈ KD-scnst and f ∈ S,
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(2) The class pJ2q
ActGr , where J2 is the class of all xS, f y’s such that
S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bě3 pSq.
For J1, φ is the formula φ
D-scnst
Fxd-img , which was defined just before Proposi-
tion 6.9. (See also Lemma 6.11). We now denote φD-scnstFxd-img by φ
J1
Fxd-img .
For J2, φ is the formula φ
J2
Fxd-img , which was defined in Corollary 7.8. (See
also the definition of βNot-fxd just before Proposition 7.3.)
We have also established the FO-definability of pJiq
ActGr in
txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ Su.
That pJ1q
ActGr is FO-definable in txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈
Su was proved in Observation 6.5(d). The defining formula was the sentence
φD-scnst , which we now denote by φ
J1. For i “ 2, 3, 4, the FO-definability
of pJiq
ActGr in txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ Su was proved in
Observation 7.1(c).
What remains to be shown is the existence of a formula φJ3Fxd-img pf , xq
which for members of pJ3q
ActGr expresses the fact “f px q ∈ Fxdpf q”, and a
formula φJ4Fxd-img pf, xq which does the same job for members of pJ4q
ActGr .
The case of φJ4Fxd-img is trivial. Recall that J4 “ txS, f y |S ∈ KNo-scnst and
f ∈ GrpSqu. So tfuˆA Ď App Act
Gr pSq and Fxd-imgpfq “ Fxdpfq. Hence it
is trivial that φJ4Fxd-img pf, xq is the formula presented in the next observation.
Observation 8.1. Let φJ4Fxd-img pf, xq := App pf, xq “ x. Then for every
xS, f y ∈ J4 and a ∈ A: Act
Gr pSq |ù φJ4Fxd-img rf, as iff a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
Proof The proof is trivial.
We now turn to the proof that φJ3Fxd-img exists. Recall that KNo-scnst
denotes the class of all semigroups S ∈ KFT such that S does not contain a
semi-constant function, and that J3 is defined to be the class of all xS, f y’s
such that S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bď2 pSq zGrpSq.
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8.2 The definability of 1-1 and many-to-one pairs of f ,
and the definability of Rngpfq in J3
Let f : A Ñ A. The set of “many-to-one preimages of f” - Mo-prepfq and
the set of “many-to-one images of f” - Mo-imgpfq are defined as follows:
Mo-prepfq := ta ∈ A | |rasf | ě 2u.
That is, Mo-prepfq “
Ť
Bpfq.
Mo-imgpfq “ f rMo-prepfqs.
Hence Mo-imgpfq “ ta ∈ A | |f´1rtaus| ě 2u.
The set of “1-1 preimages of f” and the set of “1-1 images of f” are
defined as follows:
Oo-prepfq := ta ∈ A | rasf “ tauu
and
Oo-imgpfq := f rOo-prepfqs.
An overview
The goal of this subsection is to find a formula φMo-img pf , x q such that for
every xS, f y ∈ J3 and a ∈ A: Act
Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as iff a ∈ Mo-imgpfq.
Note that Mo-imgpfq “ Rngpfq z Oo-imgpfq. So as intermediate steps,
we shall first find formulas φIn-rng pf , x q and φOo-img pf, x q, expressing the prop-
erties “x ∈ Rngpf q” and “x ∈ Oo-imgpf q”. Clearly, φMo-img can be taken to
be φIn-rng ∧ ¬φOo-img . The formulas φOo-img and φIn-rng have their intended
meaning for the class of xS, f y’s such that S ∈ KFT and |Oo-imgpfq| ě 3,
and J3 is a subclass of this class.
Observation 8.2. There is a formula φMo-pre pf, x q such that for every
S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and a ∈ A:
Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-pre rf, as iff a ∈ Mo-prepfq.
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Proof The formula φsim pf , x, yq which was defined in Observation 6.4 ex-
presses the fact that x „f y. So φMo-pre pf , x q := Dyppy ‰ xq ∧ φsim pf , x, yqq is
as required.
Observation 8.3. (a) Let S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bď2 pSq. Then either (i)
f ∈ Sym pAq and tx ∈ A |fpxq ‰ xu is finite, or (ii) AzpMo-prepfq∪ Idp pfqq
is infinite. In the former case, f ∈ GrpSq.
(b) For every xS, f y ∈ J3, f has infinitely many f -1-1 pairs.
Proof (a) We distinguish between two cases.
Case 1: f is not 1–1. Then f does not fulfill (i). Suppose by contra-
diction that f does not fulfill (ii). That is, R :=A z pMo-prepfq ∪ Idppfqq is
finite. Since |B pfq| ď 2, there are x, y ∈ A such that Mo-prepfq Ď rxsf∪rysf .
Let p “ fpxq and q “ fpyq. Obviously, A z Idppfq “ Mo-prepfq ∪ R. Hence
f rA z Idp pfqs “ tp, qu ∪ f rRs. This last set is finite. By Observation 7.2,
S contains a semi-constant function, contradicting the fact that S ∈ KNo-Scnst .
So A z pMo-prepfq ∪ Idp pfqq is infinite.
Case 2: f is 1–1. Assume that f does not fulfill (ii), and we show that
f fulfills (i). The fact that f does not fulfill (ii) means that A z pMo-prepfq∪
Idppfqq is finite. Clearly, AzpMo-prepfq∪Idp pfqq “ AzIdp pfq. So AzIdppfq
is finite. This last fact together with the fact that f is 1-1 implies that
f ∈ Sym pAq. Also, tx ∈ A | fpxq ‰ xu is finite.
Clearly, in Case 2, f´1 ∈ S. So f ∈ GrpSq.
(b) Part (b) follows trivially from Part (a), and is brought here just for
the sake of later reference.
Remark The formulas of the form φpf, . . .q defined in this section have their
intended meaning only for f ’s which have at least three 1-1 pairs. However,
since for every xS, f y ∈ J3, f has infinitely many 1-1 pairs, when applied to
members of J3, these formulas will indeed express the property we wish them
to express.
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Let f :AÑA and p,q∈A. We call xp,q y an f -1-1 pair, if f´1rtqus“tpu.
In this situation p is called an f -1-1 preimage, and q is called an f -1-1 image.
We call xp, q y a f -simple pair, if p ‰ q and f´1rtqus “ tpu. In this
situation p is called an f -simple preimage, and q is called an f -simple image.
Note if xp, q y is an f -1-1 non-f -simple pair, then p “ q ∈ Idppfq.
Proposition 8.4. (a) There is a formula φOo-pre pf, x q such that for every
S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and a ∈ A: Act
Gr pSq |ù φOo-pre rf, as iff a is an f -1-1
preimage.
(b) There is a formula φ1-1ě3 pf q such that for every S ∈ KFT and f ∈ S:
Act Gr pSq |ù φ1-1ě3 rf s iff f has at least three f -1-1 pairs.
(c) Let
φ11-1 pf , x1, u1, x2, u 2 q := px 1 6„f x 2 q∧pu 1 ‰ u 2 q∧
´
pu 1, u2 q f px1, x2 q “ f
¯
.
Then for every S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and x1, u1, x2, u2 ∈ A, clauses (1) and (2)
below are equivalent:
(1) Act Gr pSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s.
(2) (O1) u1 ‰ u2, and
(O2) either (i) f´1rtu1us “ tx1u and f
´1rtu2us “ tx2u,
or (ii) f´1rtu1us “ tx2u and f
´1rtu2us “ tx1u.
(d) Let φ21-1 pf, x 1, u 1, x2, u2, x3, u 3 q be the formula
pu 2 ‰ u 3q ∧
Ź
i∈t2,3u φ
1
1-1 pf , x
1, u 1, x i, u i q.
Then for every S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and x1, u1, x2, u2, x3, u3 ∈ A, the following
are equivalent:
(1) Act Gr pSq |ù φ21-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2, x3, u3s
(2) u1,u2,u3 are pairwise distinct, and for every i“1,2,3, f
´1rtuius“txiu.
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(e) There is a formula φOo-img pf , xq such that for every S ∈ KFT , every
f ∈ S which has at least two f -1-1 pairs and every a ∈ A: Act Gr pSq |ù
φOo-img rf, as iff a is an f -1-1 image.
(f) There are formulas φOo-pair pf, x, u q, φsmpl-pair pf, x, u q, φIdp pf , x q,
φOo-pre pf , xq, φOo-img pf, u q, φsmpl-pre pf, x q and φsmpl-img pf, u q such that for
every S ∈ KFT , every f ∈ S which has at least three f -1-1 pairs and every
a, b ∈ A:
(1) xa, by is an f -1-1 pair iff Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-pair rf, a, bs,
(2) xa, by is an f -simple pair iff Act Gr pSq |ù φsmpl-pair rf, a, bs,
(3) a ∈ Idppfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φIdp rf, as,
(4) a ∈ Oo-prepfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-pre rf, as,
(5) a ∈ Oo-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-img rf, as,
(6) a is an f -simple preimage iff Act Gr pSq |ù φsmpl-pre rf, as, and
(7) a is an f -simple image iff Act Gr pSq |ù φsmpl-img rf, as.
(g) (1) Let f : A Ñ A and x ∈ Rngpfq. Then for every y ∈ A z txu,
px, y q f ‰ f .
(2) Let f : AÑ A and x, y ∈ A z Rngpfq. Then px, y q f “ f .
(h) (1) Let φnotrngě2 pf q be the formula which says:
‚ There is a transposition π such that πf “ f .
Then for every S ∈ KFT and f ∈ S,
Act Gr pSq |ù φnotrngě2 rf s iff |A z RngpAq| ě 2.
(2) Let φ1In-rng pf , xq be the formula which says:
For every y ‰ x, px, y q f ‰ f.
Then for every S ∈ KFT and every f ∈ S such that
|A z Rngpfq| ě 2, the following holds: For every a ∈ A:
Act Gr pSq |ù φ1In-rng rf, as iff a ∈ Rngpfq.
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Proof (a) Clearly, the formula φOo-pre pf, x q := @ypφsim pf, x, yq Ñ px “ yqq
is as required.
(b) Clearly, the formula
φ1-1ě3 pf q := Dx1x2x3
´Ź3
i“1 φOo-pre pf, x i q ∧
Ź
1ďiăjď3px i ‰ x jq
¯
is as required.
(c) Proof of (2) ñ (1) Let S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S and x1, u1, x2, u2 ∈ A.
Suppose that u1 ‰ u2, f
´1rtu1us “ tx1u and f
´1rtu2us “ tx2u. We show
that Act Gr pSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s. Clearly, u1 ‰ u2 and x1 6„f x2. It
remains to verify that pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q “ f . Let c ∈ A. Assume first
that c ‰ x1, x2. Then
pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q pcq “ pu 1, u 2 q fpcq.
For every i “ 1, 2, xi is the unique element x such that fpxq “ ui. Hence
fpcq ‰ u1, u2. So
pu 1, u 2 q fpcq “ fpcq.
Suppose that c “ x1. Then
pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q px1q “ pu 1, u 2 q fpx2q “ pu 1, u 2 q pu2q “ u1 “ fpx1q.
The same computation holds for x2. So pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q “ f , and hence
Act Gr pSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s.
The same argument applies to the case that f´1rtu1us “ tx2u and
f´1rtu2us “ tx1u. So if f, x1, x2, u1, u2 fulfill (O1) and (O2), then Act
Gr pSq |ù
φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s.
Proof of (1)ñ (2) Assume now that Act Gr pSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s.
We show that f, x1, u1, x2, u2 fulfill Clause (2) of Part (c).
Clause (2) of Part (c) is equivalent to the following statement.
(P1) u1 ‰ u2,
(P2) either (i) fpx1q “ u1 and fpx2q “ u2
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or (ii) fpx1q “ u2 and fpx2q “ u1,
and
(P3) f´1rtu1, u2us “ tx1, x2u.
Clearly, u1 ‰ u2 because this is part of what φ
1
1-1 says. Hence (P1) holds.
Now we show that fpx1q ∈ tu1, u2u. Suppose by contradiction that
fpx1q 6∈ tu1, u2u. Then
fpx2q “ pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q px2q “ pu 1, u 2 q fpx1q “ fpx1q.
Hence x1 „f x2. However, this contradicts the fact that Act
Gr pSq |ù
φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s. So indeed, fpx1q ∈ tu1, u2u.
Similarly, fpx2q ∈ tu1, u2u. Since by φ
1
1-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s, x1 6„f x2,
either (i) fpx1q “ u1 and fpx2q “ u2, or (ii) fpx1q “ u2 and fpx2q “ u1. We
have proved (P2).
Let c ‰ x1, x2, and we show that fpcq ‰ u1, u2. Suppose by contradiction
that fpcq “ u1. Then
u1 “ fpcq “ pu 1, u 2 q f px 1, x 2 q pcq “ pu 1, u 2 q fpcq “ pu 1, u 2 q pu1q “ u2.
But the fact that φ11-1 pf, x1, u1, x2, u2q holds, implies that u1 ‰ u2. A con-
tradiction. So fpcq ‰ u1.
Similarly, fpcq ‰ u2. This shows that f
´1rtu1, u2us “ tx1, x2u. That is,
(P3) holds.
(d) Part (d) follows quite trivially from Part (c). That Clause (2) implies
Clause (1) is immediate. (It follows, of course, from Part (c).)
We prove that p1qñp2q. Assume that Act GrpSq|ùφ21-1 rf,x1,u1,x2,u2,x3,u3s.
Since u1, u2, u3 satisfy the first conjunct of φ
2
1-1 , u2 ‰ u3, and the fact that
u1, u2, u3 satisfy φ
1
1-1 pf, x
1, u 1, x i, u i q, implies that for i “ 2, 3, u1 ‰ ui.
Hence u1, u2, u3 are pairwise distinct.
By Part (c), since Act GrpSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x2, u2s, fpx1q ∈ tu1, u2u,
and since Act GrpSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, x3, u3s, fpx1q ∈ tu1, u3u. It follows that
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p˚q fpx1q “ u1. Part (c) together with Fact p˚q and the fact that Act
GrpSq |ù
φ11-1 rf, x1, u1, xi, uis imply that for i “ 2, 3, fpxiq “ ui. We have shown that
f, x1, u1, x2, u2 fulfill Clause (2) of Part (d).
(e) Let φOo-img pf , u q be the formula which says:
• There are x, y and v such that φ11-1 pf, x, u, y, v q.
We prove that for every S ∈ KFT , every f ∈ S which has at least two f -1-1
pairs and every a ∈ A: Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-img rf, as iff a is an f -1-1 image.
Proof of ð. Let u be an f -1-1 image. Let x be such that fpxq “ u.
Also, let xy, v y be an f -1-1 pair different from xx, u y. So u ‰ v. By Part (c)
of this proposition, Act Gr pSq |ù φ11-1 rf, x, u, y, vs.
Proof of ñ. Suppose that Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-img rf, us, and let x, y, v be
the elements whose existence is assured by φOo-img . So by Part (c) of this
proposition (O2) holds. Namely, either (i) f´1rtuus “ txu and f´1rtvus “
tyu, or
(ii) f´1rtuus “ tyu and f´1rtvus “ txu. In either case, u is an f -1-1 im-
age.
(f) Let
(1) φOo-pair pf , x, u q := pDy, v, z,wqφ
2
1-1 pf , x, u, y, v, z,w q,
(2) φsmpl-pair pf, x, u q := φOo-pair pf , x, u q ∧ pu ‰ xq,
(3) φIdp pf , x q := φOo-pair pf , x, x q,
(4) φOo-pre pf, x q := DuφOo-pair pf, x, u q,
(5) φOo-img pf, u q := DxφOo-pair pf, x, u q,
(6) φsmpl-pre pf , x q := Duφsmpl-pair pf, x, u q
and
(7) φsmpl-img pf , u q := Dx φsmpl-pair pf, x, u q.
That the formula in (1) is as required follows from Part (d). The proof that
formulas (2) - (7) are as required is trivial.
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(g) The proof of Part (g) is trivial.
(h) Part (h) is a trivial corollary of Part (g).
We now turn to finding the formula φIn-rng . Let φNot-in-rng pf , x q be the
formula which says:
either
(N1) There is y such that (I) φsmpl-pair pf, x, yq, and (II) px, y q f
2 “ f 2,
or
(N2) (III) There is no y such that φsmpl-pair pf, x, yq, and
(IV) There are y, z ‰ x such that φOo-pair pf , y, zq and
px, z q pf px, y qq2 “ pf px, y qq2,
Proposition 8.5. (a) Let S ∈ KFT , f ∈ S be such that f has at least three
f -1-1 pairs, and b ∈ A. Then the following are equivalent:
(R1) b 6∈ Rngpfq.
(R2) Act Gr pSq |ù φNot-in-rng rf, bs.
Remark: The existence of at least three f -1-1 pairs is needed in order to
ensure: (i) the equivalence between the formula φsmpl-pair and the f -simplicity
of a pair; and (ii) the equivalence between the formula φOo-pair and the f -1-
1-ness of a pair. See Proposition 8.4(f)(2).
(b) Let φIn-rng pf , x q :=¬φNot-in-rng pf, x q. Then for every S ∈ KFT , every
f ∈ S which has at least three f -1-1 pairs and every b ∈ A: Act Gr pSq |ù
φIn-rng rf, bs iff b ∈ Rngpfq.
Proof: (a) Proof of (R1) ñ (R2) Suppose that b 6∈ Rngpfq. So b ‰ fpbq.
Hence either (i) xb, fpbq y is f -simple, or (ii) |rbsf | ě 2. We show that if (i)
happens, then f, b fulfill (N1) of φNot-in-rng , and if (ii) happens, then f, b fulfill
(N2) of φNot-in-rng .
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(i) Assume that xb, fpbq y is f -simple. It is trivial to check that fpbq 6∈
Rngpf 2q. Obviously, b 6∈ Rngpf 2q. This implies that pb, fpbqq f 2 “ f 2.
Hence choosing fpbq to replace y, shows that (N1) holds for f and b.
(ii) Suppose that |rbsf | ě 2. So trivially, (III) in (N2) is fulfilled.
Let a ∈ A be such that rasf “ tau. Then b ‰ a. Set π “ pb, aq and
c “ fpaq. (In (IV) of (N2), a will substitute y, and c will substitute z.) So
p:q Act Gr pSq |ù φOo-pair pf, y, zqrf, a, cs.
Then fπpbq “ c. Moreover, p˚q: pfπq´1rtcus “ tbu. Here is why. Suppose
that pfπqpxq “ c. That is, fpπpxqq “ c. Hence πpxq “ a. So x “ b. We have
thus checked that xb, cy is fπ-simple.
c
a
‚
b ‚‚ f and π
π
c
b
‚
a ‚‚ fπ
The fact that b 6∈ Rngpfq implies that p˚˚q: b 6∈ Rngpfπq. Facts p˚q and
p˚˚q imply that c 6∈ Rngppfπq2q. Also b 6∈ Rngppfπq2q. So
(;) pb, cq pfπq2 “ pfπq2.
Substitute a for y, and c for z in (IV) of (N2). Then p:q and p;q show that
f and b fulfill (IV) of (N2).
Proof of ¬(R1) ñ ¬(R2) Suppose that b∈Rng pfq, and we show
that Act Gr pSq 6|ùφNot-in-rng rf,bs.
Case 1 |rbsf | ě 2 or fpbq “ b. In this case, there is no y ∈ A such that
xb, y y is f -simple. So f, b do not fulfill (N1).
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We show that f, b do not fulfill (IV) of (N2). Suppose by contradiction
they do. Let a be the required y and c be the required z. So a ‰ b. Set
π “ pb, aq . Then fπpbq “ fpaq. Since xa, cy is an f -1-1 pair, fpaq “ c.
We show that (‹): c ∈ Rngppfπq2q. Suppose first that fpbq ‰ b. Let d be
such that fpdq “ b. Then pfπq2pdq “ fπfpdq “ fπpbq “ fpaq “ c. Hence
c ∈ Rngppfπq2q.
Suppose that fpbq “ b. Then pfπq2paq “ fπfpbq “ fπpbq “ fpaq “ c. So
again, c ∈ Rngppfπq2q. We have shown (‹).
Now, (‹) implies that pb, cq pfπq2 ‰ pfπq2. Hence y “ a and z “ c are
not as needed in (IV) of (N2). A contradition. Hence f, b do not fulfill (IV)
of (N2). So f, b do not fulfill (N2).
Since f, b do not fulfill (N1) and do not fulfill (N2), Act Gr pSq 6|ù
φNot-in-rng rf, bs.
Case 2 |rbsf | “ 1 and fpbq ‰ b. These facts imply that xb, fpbq y is
f -simple. So (III) in (N2) does not hold, and hence f, b do not fulfill (N2) of
φNot-in-rng .
Let y be such that xb, y y is f -simple. Then y “ fpbq. Let d be such
that fpdq “ b. Then f 2pdq “ fpbq “ y. Hence y ∈ Rngpf 2q. By Observa-
tion 8.4(g)(1), pb, y q f 2 ‰ f 2. So f, b do not fulfill (N1) of φNot-in-rng . Hence
Act Gr pSq 6|ù φNot-in-rng rf, bs.
(b) Part (b) is a restatement of Part (a). We stated it just that we can
refer to it later.
Corollary 8.6. There is a formula φMo-img pf, x q such that for every
S ∈ KFT , every f ∈ S which has at least three f -1-1 images and every
a ∈ A,
Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as iff a ∈ Mo-imgpfq.
Proof Mo-imgpfq “ Rngpfq zOo-imgpfq. So let
φMo-img pf, x q := φIn-rng pf , x q ∧ ¬φOo-img pf, x q.
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Let S ∈ KFT , and f ∈ S be a function with at least three f -1-1 pairs. Let
a ∈ A. Then by Proposition 8.5(b), a ∈ Rngpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φIn-rng rf, as,
and by Proposition 8.4(e), a 6∈ Oo-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù ¬φOo-img rf, as. So
a ∈ Mo-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as.
Corollary 8.7. For every S ∈ KNo-scnst , f ∈ F Bď2 pSq: either f ∈ GrpSq,
or for every a ∈ A:
Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as iff a ∈ Mo-imgpfq.
Remark It is probably not true that for every S ∈ KNo-scnst , f ∈ F Bď2 pSq
and a ∈ A:
Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as iff a ∈ Mo-imgpfq.
The reason is as follows. For the above equivalence to hold, f needs to have
at least three 1-1 pairs. However, if |Dom pSq| ∈ t3, 4, 5u, then the fact that
S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bď2 pSq does not imply that f has three 1-1 pairs.
Proof Let S ∈ KNo-scnst and f ∈ F Bď2 pSq. By Observation 8.3, either
(i) f ∈ GrpSq, or (ii) there are infinitely many f -1-1 pairs. If (ii) happens,
then in particular, f has at least three f -1-1 pairs. So by Corollary 8.6, for
every a ∈ A: a ∈ Mo-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φMo-img rf, as.
8.3 The definability of the relation “x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq”
in J3
An Overview
We explain how the formula φMo-img will be used in finding a formula express-
ing the property a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Let xS, f y ∈ J3. Hence |Bpfq| ď 2. The
cases that |Bpfq| ă 2 are easier. So let us deal with case that |B pfq| “ 2.
tOo-prepfq,Mo-prepfqu is a definable partition of A. For members a ∈
Oo-prepfq, it is (by now) trivial to find a formula expressing the property
“a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. So it remains to find such a formula for a’s belonging to
Mo-prepfq.
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Since |B pfq| “ 2, there are B,C ∈ Bpfq such that Π := tB,Cu is a
partition of Mo-prepfq. Clearly, Π is definable from f . At this point of
the proof we use the formula φMo-img . The set Mo-imgpfq has two elements,
say, d and e, and φMo-img defines the set td, eu from f . It remains to find a
formula φpf , x, yq that for x ∈ B∪C and for y ∈ td, eu will say that f pxq “ y
and y ∈ Fxdpf q.
Observation 8.8. Let xS, f y ∈ KFT . Then
Fxd-imgpfq ∩Oo-prepfq “ Idppfq.
Proof Clearly, Idppfq Ď Oo-prepfq. Let b ∈ Fxd-imgpfq∩Oo-prepfq. This
means that fpfpbqq “ fpbq. Since b is an f -1-1 preimage, and both b and
fpbq are sent by f to fpbq, b “ fpbq. The facts “b is an f -1-1 preimage” and
“fpbq “ b” imply that b ∈ Idppfq.
Since for xS, f y’s belonging to J3, f has infinitely many f -1-1 pairs, the
informal formulation of the formulas φiFxd-img defined below can be replaced
by first order formulas in LActGr . (Remember that many of the subformulas
appearing in φiFxd-img have their indended meaning only under the assumption
that f has at least three 1-1 pairs.)
Proposition 8.9. Let φOoFxd-img pf, x q := φIdp pf , x q. Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3
and x ∈ Oo-prepfq,
x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φOoFxd-img rf, xs.
Proof The proposition is a trivial corollary from Observation 8.8.
Proposition 8.10. Let φB=1,1Fxd-img pf, xq := txu “ Mo-prepf q ∩Mo-imgpf q
and φB=1Fxd-img pf , xq := pDy ∈ rxsf qφ
B=1,1
Fxd-img pf, yq. Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3
such that |Bpfq| “ 1, and for every x ∈ Mo-prepfq:
x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1Fxd-img rf, xs.
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Proof Let xS, f y ∈ J3 be such that |Bpfq| “ 1 and x ∈ A.
Claim 1 The following are equivalent:
(1) Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1,1Fxd-img rf, xs.
(2) fpxq “ x.
Proof Suppose that (1): Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1,1Fxd-img rf, xs. That is, txu “
Mo-prepfq ∩ Mo-imgpfq. Since |Bpfq| “ 1, txu “ Mo-imgpfq. Since
x ∈ Mo-prepfq, fpxq “ x. Hence (2) holds.
Suppose that (2): fpxq “ x. Then x ∈ Mo-prepfq ∩ Mo-imgpfq.
Since |Bpfq| “ 1, txu “ Mo-imgpfq ∩ Mo-imgpfq. That is, Act Gr pSq |ù
φB=1,1Fxd-img rf, xs. This proves Claim 1. l
Proof of ñ: Suppose that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. That is, fpfpxqq “ fpxq.
By Claim 1, Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1,1Fxd-img rf, xs. Also, fpfpxqq “ fpxq means that
fpxq ∈ rxsf . So y := fpxq demonstrates that Act
Gr pSq |ù φB=1Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof of ð: Suppose that Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1Fxd-img rf, xs. Let y be such
that y ∈ rxsf and Act
Gr pSq |ù φB=1,1Fxd-img rf, ys. By Claim 1, fpyq “ y. So
fpxq “ fpyq “ y. That is, x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
Proposition 8.11. Let
φB=2,1Fxd-img pf, xq := Mo-imgpf q Ď rxf s.
Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3 such that
(i) |Bpfq| “ 2,
(ii) there is t such that Mo-imgpfq Ď rtsf ,
and for every x ∈ Mo-prepfq:
x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φB=1Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof Let xS, f y fulfill (i) and (ii).
Proof of ñ: Suppose that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Let t be as assured by
Clause (ii). Obviously, y := fpxq ∈ Mo-imgpfq. So y ∈ rtsf . Clearly, fpyq “
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fpfpxqq “ fpxq. That is, y ∈ rxsf . Let z ∈ Fxd-imgpfq z tyu. So by Clause
(ii), z ∈ rtsf , and since y, z ∈ rtsf , z ∈ rxsf . Since |Bpfq| “ 2, Mo-imgpfq “
ty, zu. So Mo-imgpfq Ď rxsf . That is, Act
Gr pSq |ù φB=2,1Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof of ð: Suppose that Act Gr pSq |ù φB=2,1Fxd-img rf, xs. Let Mo-imgpfq “
ty, zu. Then fpxq “ y or fpxq “ z. We may assume that fpxq “ y. Since y ∈
rxsf , fpyq “ fpxq “ y. That is, fpxq “ y ∈ Fxdpfq. Hence x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
Proposition 8.12. Let φB=2,2Fxd-img pf, xq be the formula which says
For every y ∈ rxsf z
`
tx u ∪Mo-imgpf q
˘
and u, v : if xu, vy is an f -
simple pair and v ‰ x , y, then u ∈ rx s
pf pv,yqq
2.
Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3 and x ∈ Mo-prepfq such that: (i) |rxsf | ě 3, and
(ii) |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1:
(1) x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff (2) Act Gr pSq |ù φB=2,2Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof Let xS, f y ∈ J3, x ∈ Mo-prepfq, and f, x fulfill Clauses (i) and (ii).
Proof of (1) ñ (2): Suppose that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Let y ∈
rxsf z
`
txu ∪Mo-imgpfq
˘
and xu, v y be an f -simple pair such that and
v‰x,y. For every z∈ rxsf , fpzq“fpxq. So since |rxsf |ě2, fpxq∈Mo-pre pfq.
It follows that y ‰ fpxq. Also u is an f -1-1 preimage and y is not an f -1-1
preimage. So u ‰ y. Set π “ pv, y q .
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fpxq fπ fpxq
yxv x
u
v
u
f and π
π
We now compute: (i) pfπq2puq, and (ii) pfπq2pxq. We start with (i).
(1) Since u ‰ y, v, fπpuq “ fpuq “ v.
(2) fπpvq “ fpyq “ fpxq.
So
(I) pfπq2puq “ fpxq.
(3) It is given that x ‰ y and that x ‰ v. Hence fπpxq “ fpxq.
(4) fpxq ∈ Mo-imgpfq and v, y 6∈ Mo-imgpfq, hence v, y ‰ fpxq. So
(II) pfπq2pxq “ fπppfpxqq “ fpfpxqq.
Remark Note that till now, we have not used the fact that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
We shall use this fact in the next step.
From (II) and the fact that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq, it follows that
(III) pfπq2pxq “ fpxq
(I) and (III) imply that u∈rxspfπq2 . This shows that Act
Gr pSq|ùφB=2,2Fxd-img rf,xs.
Proof of ¬(1) ñ ¬(2): Suppose that x 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Since |rxsf | ě 3
and |rxsf∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1, there is y such that y ∈ rxsf z
`
txu ∪Mo-imgpfq
˘
.
By Observation 8.3(b), f has infinitely many f -simple pairs. So there is
an f -simple pair xu, v y such that v ‰ x, y. We have found y, u, v which
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fulfill the antecedent of φB=2,2 . By Remark 1, we may use facts (I) and (II)
in the proof of (1) ñ (2). So pfπq2puq “ fpxq and pfπq2pxq “ fpfpxqq.
Since x 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq, fpfpxqq ‰ fpxq. So u 6∈ rxspfπq2 . This shows that
Act Gr pSq 6|ù φB=2,2Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proposition 8.13. φB=2,3Fxd-img pf , xq be the formula which says
For every y ∈ rxsf zMo-imgpf q, and an f-simple pair xu, v y such that
v 6∈ rxsf , there is z ∈ Mo-prepf q z rxsf , such that z 6∈ rusppv,y qf q2.
Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3 and x ∈ Mo-prepfq such that: (i) |rxsf | “ 2, and
(ii) |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1:
(1) x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff (2) Act Gr pSq |ù φB=2,3Fxd-img rf, xs.
Remark The “For every y ∈ rxsf zMo-imgpf q” in the definition of φ
B=2,3
Fxd-img
means “From the two members of rxsf pick the one which does not belong
to Mo-imgpf q”.
Proof Let xS, f y ∈ J3, x ∈ Mo-prepfq, and f, x fulfill Clauses (i) and (ii).
Proof of (1) ñ (2): Suppose that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Let y be such
that tyu “ rxsf zMo-imgpfq, and let xu, v y be an f -simple pair such that
v 6∈ rxsf . Clearly, fpyq “ fpxq “ fpfpxqq. So fpyq ∈ Mo-imgpfq, and hence
y ‰ fpyq “ fpfpyqq. Obviously v ‰ y. So set π “ py, v q . We shall show
that for every z ∈ Mo-prepfq z rxsf , pπfq
2puq ‰ pπfq2pzq.
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x P Fxd´ imgpfq
fpzq fpzq ‰ y, v fpxq
y
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v
u
f and π
π
f 2pzq
fpzq
f 2pzq ‰ fpxq fpxq
y
‚ z
u
πf
(1) pπfq2puq “ πfπfpuq “ πfπpvq “ πfpyq “ πpfpyqq “ fpyq “ fpxq.
Let z ∈ Mo-prepfq z rxsf . Since v is an f -1-1 image and fpzq is not an
f -1-1 image, fpzq ‰ v. Recall that y 6∈ Mo-imgpfq. Since z ∈ Mo-prepfq,
it follows that fpzq ∈ Mo-imgpfq. Hence fpzq ‰ y. We now show that
fpfpzqq ‰ fpxq. Suppose by contradiction that fpfpzqq “ fpxq. Recall
that fpfpxqq “ fpxq. This means that fpxq ∈ rxsf ∩ Mo-imgpfq. Since
|rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1, it follows that tfpxqu “ rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq.
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By the contradiction assumption, fpzq ∈ rxf s. Since fpzq ∈ Mo-imgpfq,
we also have that fpzq ∈ rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq. This implies that fpzq “ fpxq.
Hence z ∈ rxsf . But this contradicts the fact that z ∈ Mo-prepfq z rxsf . We
conclude that
(2) fpfpzqq ‰ fpxq.
We obtain that
(3) pπfq2pzq “ πfπfpzq “ πpfpfpzqqq.
By (2) and the fact that π is 1–1,
(4) πpfpfpzqqq ‰ πpfpxqq.
Now, y, v ‰ fpxq, since both y and v do not belong to Mo-imgpfq, and fpxq
does. Hence
(5) πpfpxqq “ fpxq.
Facts (3), (4) and (5) imply that
(6) pπfq2pzq ‰ fpxq,
and (1) and (6) imply that pπfq2puq ‰ pπfq2pzq. That is, z 6∈ ruspπfq2.
We have thus shown that Act Gr pSq |ù φB=2,3Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof of ¬(1) ñ ¬(2): Suppose that x 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Clearly,
fpxq 6∈ rxsf , because fpxq ∈ rxsf would mean that fpfpxqq “ fpxq, which
is equivalent to saying that x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq. Let w ∈ rxsf ∩ Mo-imgpfq.
Clearly, w ‰ fpxq. This is so since w ∈ rxsf and fpxq 6∈ rxsf .
Let z be such that fpzq “ w. Since w ‰ fpxq, it follows that z 6∈ rxsf .
Since w ∈ Mo-imgpfq, z ∈ Mo-prepfq. Hence
(1) z ∈ Mo-prepfq z rxsf .
Since rxsf is finite, and there are infinitely many f -simple pairs, there is an
f -simple pair xu, v y such that v 6∈ rxsf . So
(2) xu, v y is an f -simple pair and v 6∈ rxsf .
Let y ∈ rxsf z twu. Clearly, y ‰ v. Set π := py, v q . We shall show that
pπfq2pzq “ pπfq2puq.
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From the facts fpxq 6∈ rxsf , and y ∈ rxsf , one concludes that fpxq ‰ y.
Since v is an f -1-1 image, and fpxq is not an f -1-1 image, fpxq ‰ v. So
(3) πpfpxqq “ fpxq.
From (3) we conclude that
(4) pπfq2puq “ πfπfpuq “ πfπpvq “ πfpyq “ πfpxq “ fpxq.
Since y ∈ rxsf z twu, it follows that w ‰ y. Since w ∈ rxsf and v 6∈ rxsf , we
also have that w ‰ v. So
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(5) πpwq “ w.
Relying on (3) and (5), we now compute pπfq2pzq.
(6) pπfq2pzq “ πfπfpzq “ πfπpwq “ πfpwq “ πfpxq “ fpxq.
Facts (1), (2), (4) and (6) imply that Act Gr pSq 6|ù φB=2,3Fxd-img rf, xs.
Recall that our goal is to find a formula φJ3Fxd-img pf, xq which for xS, f y’s
belonging to J3 expresses the relation “x ∈ Fxd-imgpf q. To obtain φ
J3
Fxd-img ,
we shall use the formulas defined in Propositions 8.9 - 8.13. These formulas
are: (1) φOoFxd-img , (2) φ
B=1
Fxd-img , (3) φ
B=2,1
Fxd-img , (4) φ
B=2,2
Fxd-img and (5) φ
B=2,3
Fxd-img .
Denote (1) φOoFxd-img by φ
1
Fxd-img , (2) φ
B=1
Fxd-img by φ
2
Fxd-img , and so on.
We need the following observation.
Observation 8.14. Let xS, f y ∈ J3 and x ∈ A. Assume that x ∈ Fxd-imgpf q.
Then one of the following situations happens.
(1) x ∈ Oo-prepfq. (This is the assumption appearing in Proposition 8.9.)
(2) x ∈ Mo-prepfq and |Bpfq| “ 1. (This is the assumption appearing in
Proposition 8.10.)
(3) x ∈ Mo-prepfq, and
(i) |Bpfq| “ 2, and
(ii) There is t such that Mo-imgpfq Ď rtsf .
(This is the assumption appearing in Proposition 8.11.)
(4) x ∈ Mo-prepfq, and
(i) |rxsf | ě 3, and
(ii) |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1.
(This is the assumption appearing in Proposition 8.12.)
(5) x ∈ Mo-prepfq, and
(i) |rxsf | “ 2, and
(ii) |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1.
(This is the assumption appearing in Proposition 8.13.)
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Note that each of the above five situations can be expressed by an
LActGr -formula. Denote the formula which expresses situation (i) by
θ iFxd-img pf, xq.
Proof Let xS, f y ∈ J3 and x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
If x ∈ Oo-prepfq, then Act Gr pSq |ù θ 1Fxd-img rf, xs.
Suppose that x 6∈ Oo-prepfq. Then x ∈ Mo-prepfq. Hence |Bpfq| ě 1.
If |Bpfq| “ 1, then Act Gr pSq |ù θ 2Fxd-img rf, xs.
Suppose that |B pfq| ‰ 1, then |B pfq| “ 2. Hence |Mo-imgpfq| “ 2.
Clearly, fpxq ∈ rxsf . Hence |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq|ě1. If |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq|“ 2,
then Act Gr pSq |ù θ 3Fxd-img rf, xs.
Suppose that |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| ‰ 2. Then |rxsf ∩Mo-imgpfq| “ 1.
If |rxsf | ě 3, then Act
Gr pSq |ù θ 4Fxd-img rf, xs.
If |rxsf | 6ě 3, then |rxsf | “ 2. So Act
Gr pSq |ù θ 5Fxd-img rf, xs.
Corollary 8.15. Let φJ3Fxd-img pf , xq :=
Ž5
i“1
`
θ iFxd-img pf, xq ∧ φ
i
Fxd-img pf, xq
˘
.
Then for every xS, f y ∈ J3 and x ∈ A:
x ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φJ3Fxd-img rf, xs.
Proof The corollary follows trivially from Propositions 8.9 - 8.13 and Ob-
servation 8.14.
9 The conclusion of the proof of Theorem A
Corollary 9.1. There is a formula φNo-cnstFxd-img pf, x q such for every S ∈ KNo-cnst ,
f ∈ S and a ∈ A: a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff Act Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstFxd-img rf, as.
Proof The corollary follows easily from nine facts that have been already
proved. These facts are collected into the next three statements.
Fact 1 t J1, . . . , J4u is a partition of K
Aug
No-cnst .
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Fact 2 For every i “ 1, . . . , 4, txAct Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Jiu is FO-
definable in txAct Gr pSq, f y | S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ Su.
Fact 3 For every i “ 1, . . . , 4, there is a formula an LActGr -formula
φJiFxd-img pf, xq such that for every xS, f y ∈ Ji and a ∈ A: a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq iff
Act Gr pSq |ù φJiFxd-img rf, as.
Denote by φJipf q the formula which defines txAct
Gr pSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Jiu
in txAct Gr pSq, f y |S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ Su (see Fact 2). We skip the trivial
proof that φNo-cnstFxd-img pf , x q can be taken to be the following formula.Ž4
i“1
´
φJipf q ∧ φ
Ji
Fxd-img pf, xq
¯
.
However, we give a references to where the nine facts were proved. Fact 1 is
Observation 5.3. By Corollary 6.6(b), pJ1q
ActGr is an FO-definable subclass of
ppKFT q
Aug qActGr , and by Lemma 6.11, for every xS, f y ∈ J1, Fxd-imgpfq “
ta ∈ A |Act Gr pSq |ù φD-scnstFxd-img rf, asu. (In Subsection 8.1 we denoted φ
D-scnst
Fxd-img
by φJ1Fxd-img .)
The same situation happens for J2, J3 and J4. The defining formula for
pJ2q
ActGr is φBě3 pf q (See Observation-7.1(b)), and for every xS, f y ∈ J2,
Fxd-imgpfq “ ta ∈ A |Act Gr pSq |ù φJ2Fxd-img rf, bsu. See Corollary 7.8(b).
The defining formula for pJ3q
ActGr is φJ3. See Observation 8.2. By Corol-
lary 8.15, for every xS,f y∈J3, Fxd-imgpfq“ta∈A|Act
Gr pSq |ùφJ3Fxd-img rf,asu
In Observation 7.1(c) we found the formula φJ4pf q which defines
pJ4q
ActGr in ppKFT q
Aug qActGr , and in Observation 8.1, we found the formula
φJ4Fxd-img pf, xq which defines Fxd-imgpfq for members of J4.
Proposition 9.2. There is an LActGr -formula φ
No-cnst
App pf , x, y q such that for
every S ∈ KNo-cnst , f ∈ S and a, b ∈ A:
fpaq “ b iff Act Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstApp rf, a, bs.
Proof Let φNo-cnstApp pf , x, y q be the formula which says:
(1) φNo-cnstFxd-img pf, x q, y ∈ rxsf, and there is z 6∈ rxsf such that
¬φNo-cnstFxd-img p py, z q f, x q
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or
(2) ¬φNo-cnstFxd-img pf , x q, y ‰ x and φ
No-cnst
Fxd-img p px, y q f, x q.
Let S ∈ KNo-cnst , f ∈ S and a ∈ A. Set b “ fpaq.
Case 1 a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
So Act Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstFxd-img rf, as. The fact “a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq” means that
fpbq “ b. Since S ∈ KNo-cnst and f ∈ S, f is not a constant function. So
there is z ∈ A such that fpzq ‰ b. This means that z 6∈ rasf . Set σ “ pb, z q .
Then σfpaq “ σpbq “ z. The only element x such that σpxq “ z is b. So since
fpzq ‰ b,
σfpzq ‰ z. That is, σfpσfpaqq ‰ σfpaq. This implies that Act Gr pSq |ù
¬φNo-cnstFxd-img rσf, as. It follows that f and a and b satisfy the first disjunct of
φNo-cnstApp . Hence Act
Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstApp rf, a, bs.
Let c ‰ b, and we show that Act Gr pSq 6|ù φNo-cnstApp rf, a, cs. Since a ∈
Fxd-imgpfq, Act Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstFxd-img rf, as. So f, a, c do not satisfy the second
disjunct of φNo-cnstApp .
If c 6∈ rasf , then f, a, c do not satisfy the first disjunct of φ
No-cnst
App , and
hence Act Gr pSq 6|ù φNo-cnstApp rf, a, cs.
So assume c ∈ rasf . We show that for every z ∈ A z rasf ,
a ∈ Fxd-imgp pc, z q fq. Let z ∈ A z rasf , and set σ “ pc, z q . Then
σfpaq “ σpbq. We assumed that b ‰ c. Since b ∈ rasf and z 6∈ rasf ,
b ‰ z. So σpbq “ b. Hence σfpaq “ b. Since a ∈ Fxd-imgpfq, and b “ fpaq,
fpbq “ b. Since b ‰ c, z, σpbq “ b. Hence σfpbq “ b. That is, b ∈ Fxdpσfq.
Recall that b “ σfpaq. Hence σfpaq ∈ Fxdpσfq. That is, a ∈ Fxd-imgpσfq.
We have shown that if in φNo-cnstApp , y is taken to be c, then there is no z ∈ A
which fulfills the existential requirement in the first disjunct of φNo-cnstApp . So
Act Gr pSq 6|ù φNo-cnstApp ra, cs.
Case 2 a 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq.
Then Act Gr pSq |ù ¬φNo-cnstFxd-img rf, as. Clearly, pa, bq fpaq “ a. Hence a ∈
Fxd-imgpσfq and so S |ù φFxd-img rσf, as. It follows that f, a, b satisfy the
second disjunct of φNo-cnstApp , and hence Act
Gr pSq |ù φNo-cnstApp ra, bs.
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Let c ‰ b. Clearly, f, a, c do not fulfill the first disjunct of φNo-cnstApp . We
show that f, a, c do not satisfy the second disjunct of φNo-cnstApp . Set σ “ pa, cq .
Then σfpaq “ σpbq. Since a 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq, b ‰ a. We assumed that b ‰ c.
So σpbq “ b. Hence σfpaq “ b. Since a 6∈ Fxd-imgpfq, fpbq ‰ b. Clearly,
σfpbq is either a or c or fpbq. We have already seen that a, c, fpbq ‰ b. Hence
σfpbq ‰ b. So
σfpσfpaqq “ σfpbq ‰ b “ σfpaq.
That is, a 6∈ Fxd-imgpσfq. Hence f, a, c do not satisfy the second disjunct
of φNo-cnstApp . So Act
Gr pSq 6|ù φNo-cnstApp ra, cs.
Part (b) of the next corollary is Theorem E˚ mentioned at the end of
Section 3.
Corollary 9.3. (a) KActNo-cnst is definably interpretable in K
ActGr
No-cnst .
(b) KActNo-cnst and K
ActGr
No-cnst are bi-definably-interpretable.
(c) KActNo-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
No-cnst .
(d) KActFT is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
FT .
Remark Notions of interpretability require a specification of a rela-
tion R Ď K × K˚. But in the above corollary the mention of the R’s
was omitted. Of course, in Parts (a), (b) and (c) the R’s have the form
R “ txXpSq,YpSq y |S ∈ KZ u, where X, Y and Z are chosen appropriately.
Proof (a) For every xM,M˚ y ∈ R, |M˚| “ |M |. So φU can be taken to be
x “ x. The existence of the formula φNo-cnstApp (Proposition 9.2) means that,
indeed, KActNo-cnst is definably interpretable in K
ActGr
No-cnst .
(b) Recall that
ActpSq “ xS ∪ A,AppS y and Act Gr pSq “ xS ∪ A, ˝,AppSGr y.
Since GrpSq is definable in ActpSq, AppSGr too is definable in Act pSq. This
implies the definable interpretability of KActGrNo-cnst in K
Act
No-cnst .
(c) By the theorem of McKenzie (Theorem 3.5), KActGrNo-cnst is FS-interp-
retable in KAlgNo-cnst . (This is because KNo-cnst Ď KFT .) By Part (b), K
Act
No-cnst
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and KActGrNo-cnst are bi-definably-interpretable. So by the transitivity statement
- Observation 2.6, KActNo-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
No-cnst .
(d) KFT “ KD-cnst ∪KNo-cnst . Let φ “ Df @g pfg “ f q. Then φpK
Alg
FT q “
K
Alg
D-cnst and ¬φpK
Alg
FT q “ K
Alg
No-cnst .
By part (b) KActNo-cnst is FS-interpretable in KNo-cnst , and by Proposi-
tion 4.2(c), KActD-cnst is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
D-cnst . Then by Observation 2.8,
KActFT is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
FT .
Proof of Theorem A in the introduction Corollary 9.3(d) is a restate-
ment of Theorem A.
Proof of Corollary B in the introduction The corollary follows from
Theorem A and Theorem 2.4.
10 A transfer theorem from function semi-
groups to clones, and a corollary for FT
clones
10.1 Reconstructing the action of a semi-transitive clone
from the action of its semigroup
Let S be a function semigroup onA. One says that S is a transitive semigroup,
if for every a, b ∈ A there is f ∈ S such that fpaq “ b.
In fact, in what follows a weaker assumption which we call “semi-tran-
sitivity” suffices. Let S be a function semigroup on A. One says that S is
a semi-transitive function semigroup, if for every a, b ∈ A there are c ∈ A
and f, g ∈ S such that fpcq “ a and gpcq “ b. A clone C on A is called a
semi-transitive clone, if C ∩AA is a semi-transitive semigroup.
The algebraic structure and the action structure of a clone were defined
in the introduction.
AlgpCq “ xC, tCmpCn,kun,k∈N` y
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and
Act pCq := xC ∪A, tAppnun∈N` y.
We make the notations precise. We denote the language of AlgpCq
by LAlg-cln . Hence LAlg-cln “ tCmpn,k | n, k ∈ N
`u, where Cmpn,k is an
pn ` 2q-place relation symbol. Of course, pCmpn,kq
Alg pCq “ CmpCn,k.
Similarly, the language of ActpCq is tAppn | n ∈ N
`u, where Appn is an
pn`2q-place relation symbol. It is denoted by LAct-cln . Also, pActnq
Act pCq “
ActCn . Recall that even though Cmpn,k and Appn are defined to be relation
symbols, they are written as functions. That is, CmpCn,kpf, g1, . . . , gnq “ h
means that xf, g1, . . . , gn, hy ∈ Cmp
C
n,k, and App
C
n pf, a1, . . . , anq “ b means
that xf, a1, . . . , an, by ∈ App
C
n .
For a clone C we now define the structures Act`pCq and Act 1pCq. The
language LAct`Cln of Act
`pCq is tAppn | n ∈ N
`u ∪ tCmpn,k | n, k ∈ N
`u and
Act`pCq := xC ∪ A, tAppCn un∈N` , tCmp
C
n,kun.k∈N`y.
The structure Act 1pCq is the following reduct of Act`pCq.
Act 1pCq := xC ∪ A,AppC1 , tCmp
C
n un∈N`y.
Let KSm-trnsv be the class of all semi-transitive clones,
KAct
`
Sm-trnsv := tAct pCq | C ∈ KSm-trnsv u
and
KAct
1
Sm-trnsv := tAct
1pCq | C ∈ KSm-trnsv u.
This subsection is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 10.1. KAct
`
Sm-trnsv is definably interpretable in K
Act1
Sm-trnsv .
Observation 10.2. Let S be a semi-transitive function semigroup on A.
Then for every n ě 2 and a1, . . . , an ∈ A there are c ∈ A and g1, . . . , gn ∈ S
such that for every i “ 1, . . . , n, gipcq “ ai.
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Proof By definition, the claim of the observation is true for n “ 2. Suppose
that the claim of the observation is true for n, and let a1, . . . , an`1 ∈ A.
By the induction hypothesis there are d ∈ A and h1, . . . , hn ∈ S such that
for every i “ 1, . . . , n, hipdq “ ai. Let c ∈ A and k1, k2 ∈ S be such that
k1pcq “ d and k2pcq “ an`1. For i “ 1, . . . , n let gi “ hik1 and let gn`1 “ k2.
Then c, g1, . . . , gn`1 are as required.
Proof of Theorem 10.1 Since |Act`pCq| “ |Act 1pCq|, the formula φU
which defines the universe of |Act 1pCq| in Act`pCq can be taken to be x “ x.
The relation symbols which belong to LpAct`pCqq z LpAct 1pCqq, are Appn
for n ě 2. So it remains to show that for every n ě 2, AppCn is definable in
Act 1pCq. To be precise, we have to prove that:
p‹q for every ně2 there is an LpAct1pCqq-formula φAppn pf ,x 1,...,x n,yq
such that for every C ∈ KSm-trnsv , f ∈ FncnpCq and a1, . . . , an, b ∈ A:
(I) fpa1, . . . , anq “ b iff (II) Act
1pCq |ù φAppn rf, a1, . . . , an, bs.
There are LpAct 1pCqq-formulas ψDpxq and for every n ∈ N
` a for-
mula ψnFpxq such that for every clone C and p ∈ C, Act
1pCq |ù ψDrps iff
p ∈ DompCq, and Act 1pCq |ù ψnFrps iff p ∈ FncnpCq. We skip the verifica-
tion of these trivialities.
For n ě 2 let φAppn pf , x 1, . . . , x n,yq be the LpAct
1pCqq-formula which
says:
ψnFpf q, and there are z and g 1, . . . , gn such that ψDpzq∧
Źn
i“1 ψ
1
Fpg iq
and
(C1)
Źn
i“1App 1pg i, z q “ x i, and
(C2) App 1
´
Cmpn,1pf , g1, . . . , gnq, z
¯
“ y.
(II) Ñ (I): (This implication is true for any clone, not just for semi-
transitive ones.) Let C be a clone, f ∈ C and b, a1, . . . , an ∈ DompCq be
such that Act 1pSq |ù φAppn rf, a1, . . . , an, bs. So f ∈ FncnpCq, and there are
c ∈ DompCq and g1, . . . , gn ∈ Fnc 1pCq such that
(1) For every i “ 1, . . . , n, AppC1 pgi, cq “ ai
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and
(2) AppC1
´
CmpCn,1pf, g1, . . . , gnq, c
¯
“ b.
(1) means that
(3) For every i “ 1, . . . , n, gipcq “ ai,
and (2) means that
(4) CmpCn,1pf, g1, . . . , gnqpcq “ b.
That is,
(5) fpg1pcq, . . . , gnpcqq “ b.
By (3) and (5),
fpa1, . . . , anq “ b.
(I) Ñ (II): (Here we shall use the semi-transitivity of C.) Suppose that
fpa1, . . . , anq “ b. By the semi-transitivity of C and Observation 10.2, there
are c ∈ A and g1, . . . , gn ∈ Fnc 1pCq such that for every i “ 1, . . . , n,
gipcq “ ai. Clearly, Act
1pCq |ù ψnFrf s, Act
1pCq |ù ψDrcs, and for every
i “ 1, . . . , n, Act 1pCq |ù ψ1Frgis. The fact “gipcq “ ai” can be written as
gipcq “ App
C
1 pgi, cq. So
(6) AppC1 pgi, cq “ ai.
That is, pApp 1q
Act 1pCqpgi, cq “ ai. So
Act 1pCq |ù
´
App 1pg i, zq “ x i
¯
rgi, c, ais.
Hence a1, . . . , an, g1, . . . , gn, c fulfill (C1) of φ
App
n .
Obviously,
(7) fpg1pcq, . . . , gnpcqq “ Cmp
C
n,1pf, g1, . . . , gnqpcq.
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So by (6) and (7),
AppC1
´
CmpCn,1pf, g1, . . . , gnq, c
¯
“ b.
Recall that (C2) is the formula
App 1
´
Cmpn,1pf, g 1, . . . , gnq, z
¯
“ y.
Hence f, g1, . . . , gn, c, b satisfy (C2).
It follows that C |ù φAppn rf, a1, . . . , an, bs.
10.2 Corollary: A reconstruction theorem for FT clones
In this subsection we shall prove Theorem C in the introduction. It says that
KActFT-cln is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
FT-cln .
Corollary 10.3. pFrom Theorem 10.1.q
tAct 1pCq |C ∈ KFT-cln u and tAct
`pCq |C ∈ KFT-cln u are bi-definably-interp-
retable.
Proof Act 1pCq is a reduct of Act`pCq. So trivially, tAct 1pCq | C ∈
KFT-cln u is definably-interpretable in tAct
`pCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u. The other
definable-interpretability follows from Theorem 10.1. This is so, since
KFT-cln Ď KSm-trnsv .
Observation 10.4. tAct pCq | C is a cloneu and tAct`pCq | C is a cloneu
are bi-definably-interpretable.
Proof Since Act pCq is a reduct of Act`pCq, tActpCq | C is a cloneu is
definable in tAct`pCq | C is a cloneu.
Next, we define the LAct-cln -formula ψCmpn,k . Let
ψDpxq := DyDz
`
Cmp 1,1py, xq “ z
˘
.
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Then for every clone C, ψDrActpCqs “ DompCq. Let ~a denote a1, . . . , ak.
Define
ψCmpn,kpf , g1, . . . , gn, h q := @a1, . . . , ak
ˆŹk
i“1ψDpa iq Ñ´
Appkph, ~a q “ Appn
`
f,App kpg 1, ~a q, . . . ,Appkpgn, ~a q
˘¯˙
.
It is obvious that for every clone C, ψCmpn,k defines Cmp
C
n,k in Act pCq.
We now use the reconstruction theorem for FT semigroups (Theorem A).
Corollary 10.5. pFrom Theorem A in the introduction.q
tAct 1pCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u is FS-interpretable in tAlgpCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u.
Proof The proof is trivial, but writing its details is long. For a clone C
let SmgrpCq :=C ∩ AA. Also, let K := tSmgr pCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u. Then
K Ď KFT . (In fact, K “ tS ∈ KFT | IdA ∈ Su, but this fact is not needed.)
Recall that the required FO-interpretation has to consist of the following
LAlg-Cln -formulas: ψU , ψ“ and ψApp1 and tψCmpn,k | n, k ∈ N
`u. To obtain
an FS-interpretation, we need two additional formulas: ψ˚Imap in LpAct
1pCqq
and ψImap in LAlg-Cln .
Since K Ď KFT , K
Act is FS-interpretable in KAlg . This follows from
Theorem A.
Let C ∈ KFT-cln and S “ SmgrpCq. AlgpSq was defined to be xS, ˝
S y,
where ˝S is regarded as 3-place relation (see Definition 1.1(b)). So in fact,
˝S “ CmpC1,1.
Let θU p~f q, θ“p~f , ~g q, θApp p~f , ~g, ~h q, θImap p~f , gq and θ
˚
Imap p~f , gq be the for-
mulas which constitute the FS-interpretation of KAct in KAlg . Assume that
~f “ x f 1, . . . , f ky, ~g “ x g1, . . . , gky and ~h “ x h 1, . . . , h ky. Let φSmgr pf q be
an LAlg-Cln -formula, such that for every clone C, φSmgr rAlgpCqs “ SmgrpCq.
We first define ψU , ψ“ and ψApp1 .
ψU p~f q :=
´Źk
i“1 φSmgr pf iq ∧ pθU q
pφSmgr qp~f q
¯
∨ ¬φSmgr pf 1q
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(Recall that the formula pθU q
pφSmgr q is the relativization of θU to φSmgr pxq.
See Proposition 2.9.)
Explanation: |Act 1pCq| “ |Act pSmgrpCqq| ∪
´
|AlgpCq| z SmgrpCq
¯
.
The members of |ActpSmgrpCqq| are represented by k-tuples which fulfill
the first disjunct of ψU , and the members of |AlgpCq| z SmgrpCq are repre-
sented by k-tuples fulfilling the second disjunct of ψU .
More details: Let p ∈ ActpSmgrpCqq. Then the representatives of p in
AlgpCq are the same as the representatives of p in AlgpSmgrpCqq. That
is, for every ~f ∈ pAlgpCqqk: ~f represents p in AlgpCq iff ~f represents p in
AlgpsmgrpCqq.
Note that |Act 1pCq| z |ActpSmgrpCqq| “ |AlgpCq| z SmgrpCq. For p’s
which belong to |Act 1pCq| z |Act pSmgrpCqq|: a k-tuple ~f := xf1, . . . , fky ∈
pAlgpCqqk represents p iff f1 “ p.
According to the above explanation, ψ“ should be defined as follows:
ψ“p~f , ~gq :=
´Źk
i“1 φSmgr pf iq ∧
Źk
i“1 φSmgr pg iq ∧ pθ“q
pφSmgr qp~f , ~gq
¯
∨´
¬φSmgr pf 1q ∧ pf 1 “ g 1q
¯
.
Define
ψApp1p
~f , ~g, ~h q :=
Źk
i“1
´
φSmgr pf iq ∧ φSmgr pg iq ∧ φSmgr ph iq
¯
∧
pθApp q
pφSmgr qp~f , ~g, ~h q.
Explanation: Note that
pApp1q
Act1pCq “ pApp1q
Act pCq “ App Act pSmgr pCqq. (‹)
Since θApp p~f , ~g, ~h q is the formula which interprets App
Act pSmgr pCqq in
AlgpSmgrpCqq, its relativization to φSmgr , applied to members of pSmgrpCqq
k,
interprets App Act pSmgr pCqq in AlgpCq. So by (‹), ψApp1p
~f , ~g, ~h q is an inter-
preting formula for pApp1q
Act1pCq in AlgpCq.
We now define ψCmpn,k . It is trivial that ψCmpn,kpf , g1, . . . , gn, h q is the
formula h “ Cmpn,kpf , g1, . . . , gnq. (Recall that h “ Cmpn,kpf, g 1, . . . , gnq
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stands for Cmpn,kpf, g 1, . . . , gn, h q. So, in fact, ψCmpn,kpf, g 1, . . . , gn, h q is
the formula Cmpn,kpf , g1, . . . , gn, h q itself.)
We have defined the FO-interpretation of tAct 1pCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u in
tAlgpCq |C ∈ KFT-cln u, and it remains to define ψ
˚
Imap p~f , gq and ψImap p~f , gq.
For C ∈ KFT-cln let σC denote the interpreting mapping from
θU rpAlgpSmgrpCqqq
ks to |ActpSmgrpCqq|. Then by the definition of the
FO-interpretation xψU , ψ“, ψApp1 , . . .y, the interpreting mapping τC from
ψU rpAlgpCq
ks to |Act 1pCq| should be defined as follows. Let ~f := x f1, . . . , fky.
Then
τCp~fq “
#
σCp~fq if ~f ∈ θU rpAlgpSmgrpCqqq
ks
f1 if ~f ∈ C
k and f1 6∈ SmgrpCq.
We define ψ˚Imap . The formula ψ
˚
Imap should have the propery that for
every C ∈ K,
ψ˚Imap rpAct
1pCqqk`1s “ txf1, . . . , fk, τCp~f q y | ~f ∈ DompτCqu,
where ~f “ x f1, . . . , fky.
Let ηpxq be the following LAct-Cln -formula.
ηpxq := DyDz
´ `
Cmp 1,1py, xq “ z
˘
∨
`
Cmp 1,1px, yq “ z
˘¯
.
Clearly, for every clone C, ηrAct 1pCqs “ |ActpSmgrpCq|. That is,
η defines |ActpSmgrpCq| in Act 1pCq. Let θ˚Imap p~f , h q be the formula partici-
pating in the FS-interpretation of tActpSq|S ∈ KFT u in tAlgpSq|S ∈ KFT u.
Let
ψ˚Imap-1 p~f , h q :=
Źk
i“1 ηpf iq ∧ ηph q ∧ pθ
˚
Imap q
pηqp~f , h q.
ψ˚Imap-1 defines in Act
1pCq the restriction of τC to θU rpActppSmgrpCqq
ks. As
was explained, for members h of |Act 1pCq| z |ActpSmgrpCqq|, ~f represents h
iff f1 “ h. So the formula
ψ˚Imap p~f , h q :=ψ
˚
Imap-1 p~f , h q ∨
´
¬ηpf 1 q ∧ pf 1 “ h q
¯
is as needed.
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We now define ψImap . Let θImap p~f , h q be the formula participating in
the FS-interpretation of tActpSq | S ∈ KFT u in tAlgpSq | S ∈ KFT u. Set
~f := x f 1, . . . , f ny, and define
φImap p~f , h q :=
´Źk
i“1φSmgr pf iq ∧ φSmgr ph q ∧ θ
pφSmgr q
Imap p~f , h q
¯
∨´
¬φSmgr pf q ∧ pf 1 “ h q
¯
.
Obviously, φImap has its required propery. That is, for every C ∈ K,
ψImap rpAlgpCqq
k`1s“txf1,...,fk,τCp~f q y| ~f ∈DompτCq∩|AlgpCq|u.
Proof of Theorem C in the introduction Theorem C says that KActFT-cln
is FS-interpretable in KAlgFT-cln . Bi-definability is surely an equivalence rela-
tion. So by Corollary 10.3 and Observation 10.4, p:q tAct 1pCq |C ∈ KFT-cln u
and tAct pCq|C ∈ KFT-cln u are bi-definably-interpretable. By Corollary 10.5,
p;q tAct 1pCq |C ∈KFT-cln u is FS-interpretable in tAlgpCq |C ∈KFT-cln u. By
p:q, p;q and Observation 2.6, KActFT-cln is FS-interpretable in K
Alg
FT-cln .
Proof of Corollary D in the introduction The corollary follows from
Theorem C and Theorem 2.4.
11 Index
Symbol index by order of appearance
φrMns := t~a ∈ |M |n | M |ù φr~asu 7
φrMk,M ℓs := tx~a,~by ∈ |M |k × |M |ℓ |M |ù φr~a,~bsu 8
f : M – N means that f is an isomorphism between M and N 9
φpKq := tM ∈ K |M |ù φu 10
φpαq. The relativization of φ to α 11
fh := h ˝ f ˝ h´1 12
„f . a „f b if fpaq “ fpbq 17
rasf := a{„f 17
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pa, bq A. The transposition of A which switches a and b.
(Abbreviated by pa, bq ) 18
pa, b, c q 27
Notation index by alphabetic order
ActpSq := xS ∪A,AppS y. (S is a function semigroup) 4
KAct := tAct pSq | S ∈ Ku 14
ActpCq := xC ∪ A, tAppCn qun∈N` y. (C is a clone) 6
JAct := txActpSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Ju 15
Act`pCq := xC ∪ A, tAppCn un∈N` , tCmp
C
n un∈N`y 60
Act 1pCq := xC ∪A,AppC1 , tCmp
C
n un∈N`y 60
JActGr := txActGrpSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Ju 15
KActGr := tAct Gr pSq | S ∈ Ku 13
Act Gr pSq := xS ∪A, ˝S,AppSGr y 12
AlgpSq := xS, ˝S y. (S is a function semigroup) 3
KAlg := tAlgpSq | S ∈ Ku 14
AlgpCq := xC, tCmpCn,kqun,k∈N` y. (C is a clone) 6
JAlg := txAlgpSq, f y | xS, f y ∈ Ju 15
αNot-fxd . Abbreviated by α 28
AppS. The application function of a function semigroup S 4
AppCn . The n-place application function of a clone C 6
KAug := txS, f y | S ∈ K and f ∈ Su 15
Bpfq := trasf | a ∈ A and |raf s| ě 2u 17
βNot-fxd . Abbreviated by β 28
CmpCn,k. The pn, kq’th composition function of a clone C 6
cnst pfq. The constant value of a semi-constant function f 20
Cnst-dompfq. The constant domain of a semi-constant function f 20
DompRq. The domain of a relation R 11
DompSq. If S Ď AA, then Dom pSq :=A 3
DompCq. If C is a clone on A, then DompCq denotes A 6
FBě3 pSq := tf ∈ S | |Bpfq| ě 3u 17
FBď2 pSq := tf ∈ S | |Bpfq| ď 2u 17
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FncnpCq :=C ∩ A
An 5
φOo-pair pf, x, u q 38
φBě3 pf q 26
φCnst pf q. An L
ActGr
FT -formula which says that f is a constant function 19
φD-cnst := Df @gpfg “ f q 16
φD-scnst . A sentence which says that S ∈ KD-scnst 19
φD-scnstFxd-img pf, b q 22
φJ1Fxd-img 34
φJ2Fxd-img :=¬βNot-fxd 33
φJ3Fxd-img pf, xq 55
φJ4Fxd-img pf, xq 35
φFxd-img pf, x q 16
φGr pf q := DgpφId pfgq ∧ φId pgf qq 12
φId pf q := @gpfg “ gf “ gq 12
φIn-rng pf , x q. For f ’s with at least three 1-1 pairs it says that
x ∈ Rngpf q 42
φ1In-rng pf , xq 39
φJ1 34
φJ2pf q 27
φJ3pf q 27
φJ4pf q 27
φMo-img pf , x q 45
φMo-pre pf, x q 36
φNot-in-rng pf, x q. For f ’s with at least three 1-1 pairs it says that
x 6∈ Rngpf q 42
φOo-img pf, x q 41
φPrj pf q. An L
ActGr
FT -formula which says that f is a projection 19
φscnst pf q. An L
ActGr
FT -formula saying that f is a semi-constant function 19
φsim pf, x, yq 19
φsmpl-pair pf, x, u q 38
Fxdpfq := ta ∈ Dompfq | fpaq “ au 16
Fxd-imgpfq := ta ∈ A | fpaq ∈ Fxdpfqu 16
GrpSq := tg ∈ S ∩ Sym pAq | g´1 ∈ Su 12
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Idppfq := ta ∈ A | f´1rtaus “ tauu 20
Img fpBq 30
J1 := pKD-scnst q
Aug 17
J2 17
J3 17
J4 17
KActFT-cln := tActpCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u 6
KActFT := tAct pSq | S ∈ KFT u 4
KAct
1
Sm-trnsv 60
KActSm-trnsv 60
K
Alg
FT-cln := tAlgpCq | C ∈ KFT-cln u 6
KD-cnst . The class of all S ∈ KFT such that S contains a constant
function 15
KD-scnst . The class of all S ∈ KFT zKD-cnst such that S contains a
semi-constant function 17
K
Alg
FT := tAlgpSq | S ∈ KFT u 3
KFT-cln . The class of all FT clones C such that |DompCq| ‰ 1, 2, 6 6
KFT . The class of all FT semigroups S such that |DompSq| ‰ 1, 2, 6 3
KNo-cnst :=KFT zKD-cnst 16
KNo-scnst :=KFT z pKD-scnst ∪KD-cnst q 17
KSm-trnsv 60
LpKq. The language of the class of structures K 8
LpMq. The language of the structure M 7
LAlg-cln . The language of AlgpCq 60
LActGr 13
Mo-imgpfq := tx ∈ A | |f´1rtxus| ě 2u 35
Mo-prepfq :=
Ť
Bpfq 35
Oo-imgpfq := tfpaq | a ∈ Oo-prepfqu 35
Oo-prepfq := ta ∈ A | rasf “ tauu 35
RngpRq. The the range of a relation R 11
Sym pAq. The symmetric group of A 11
Index of definitions by alphabetic order
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f -1-1 image. If xp, q y is an f -1-1 pair, then q is called an f -1-1 image 37
f -1-1 pair. xp, q y is an f -1-1 pair if f´1rtqus “ tpu 37
f -1-1 preimage. If xp, q y is an f -1-1 pair, then p is called an f -1-1
preimage 37
augmented function semigroup 15
Bi-definably interpretable. K and K˚ are bi-definably-interpretable
relative to tR,R´1u 9
Definably interpretable. K˚ is definably interpretable in K relative to R 9
defining formula 10
defining sentence 10
First order interpretable 7
First order strongly interpretable 8
FO-definable subclass (first order definabe subclass) 10
FO-interpretable. Abbreviation of “first order interpretable” 7
FO-interpretation 8
FS-interpretable 8
FS-interpretation 9
FT clone. A clone on a set A which contains all transpositions of A 6
FT semigroup. A function semigroup on a set A which contains all
transposions of A 3
Fully-transpositional semigroup. Abbreviated by FT semigroup 3
Function semigroup 3
Interpretating mapping 8
Relativization of a formula to another formula 11
Same-universe system 9
Semi-transitive clone 59
Semi-transitive semigroup 59
Semi-constant function 17
f -simple image. The f -1-1 image of a simple pair 37
f -simple pair. An f -1-1 pair xp, q y such that p ‰ q 37
f -simple preimage. The f -1-1 preimage of a simple pair 37
Subuniverse system 8
Transitive semigroup 59
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